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a b s t r a c t

Due to the heterogeneity nature and the huge number of published cloud services, as well as,
the continuous increase of the users’ complexity demands, the discovery process of cloud services
remains an open issue. According to our conducted comprehensive survey study, the existing cloud
service discovery solutions suffer from a set of drawbacks; missing a standardized and comprehensive
specification of cloud services, not considering the lack of knowledge about cloud concepts, and not
considering the continuous increase of the complex cloud services published to meet the complexity
of the users’ demands. In this paper, a comprehensive, standardized, flexible, and intelligent cloud
service discovery framework is proposed to overcome these drawbacks. According to this framework,
a comprehensive ontology has been developed to provide a standardized semantic specification of
cloud services based on their functional features and non-functional features. For exploiting the high
performance of the relational databases in managing the large amounts of data and improving the
effectiveness of the proposed framework, instances of the non- functional features’ ontological concepts
are separated from the developed ontology to be stored in a relational database, where Ontop OBDA
platform is used to translate the complex queries over the ontology to SQL queries that are understood
by the underlying relational database source. Also, our proposed framework provides a user-centric
interface that enables users with low knowledge about cloud concepts to compose complex queries
using their natural English language. The effectiveness evaluation shows that the proposed framework
provides better results than other solutions. According to the implementation results, the average
amount of error expected to identify a service by using the proposed framework is 11% compared to
31% by using the Cloudle service discovery solution. Also, the framework achieves entirely the cloud
service discovery evaluation criteria compared to 66% of these criteria for the current cloud service
discovery solutions. For efficiency, the proposed framework achieves 88% F-Score for mapping cloud
services into suitable functional features and 80% for discovering services that match the users’ queries.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Due to the flexibility and the benefits of cloud technology
to provide and maintain IT services with low cost, many users
are being motivated to move their business applications to cloud
computing [1]. The growing popularity of cloud computing has
rendered the users looking forward to achieving everything
through this technology (Everything-as-a-Service). Cloud services
have become indispensable for many enterprises and individuals.
In order to meet demands of the current and the expected
users, many cloud providers compete for offering the majority
of the needed IT functionalities, singly or collectively, as cloud
services. Due to this competition, a great number of cloud services
are being published in order to cover a wide range of these
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functionalities (e.g., computing, storage, communication, busi-
ness, productivity, content management, designing, development
functionalities, as well as, the Cloud management services) [2].

1.1. Problem statement and motivation

The published cloud services suffer from the heterogeneity
issue, where services of the same functionality being published
from heterogeneous environments by different cloud providers
have different features, descriptions, quality, and have non-
standard conventions [3]. Due to these types of heterogeneities,
as well as, the explosion of the cloud services’ number, several
challenges such as the selection of the appropriate cloud ser-
vice, cloud service description, and standardization have been
appeared [4]. The heterogeneity of cloud environment, lack of
standardization, and insufficient knowledge of users about cloud
technology directly or indirectly represent the core problems of
many cloud challenges [5]. The cloud service discovery is one of
these challenges that are directly affected by these problems.
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1.1.1. Lack of standardization
Each cloud provider uses its special vocabulary to present their

services over the internet, where the majority of the providers
depend on the natural language to present their services [6].
For instance, services with the same Functional Features (FFs)
are published with different naming conventions and specifica-
tions [1]. In the competition context, these services are published
with different Run Time Non-Functional Features (RT_NFFs) or
so-called QoS parameters (e.g., Fault Tolerance, Consume-ability,
Performance, Reliability Efforts. . . etc.), and Design Time Non-
Functional Features (DT_NFFs) or so-called configuration param-
eters (e.g., Disk space storage, Disk transfer rate, Incoming and
outgoing network traffic, Price. . . etc.) [5,7]. Additionally, each of
these NFFs may be released with various constraints (i.e., min-
imum and maximum utility measurements) [8]. Therefore, the
standardized specification, which can unify such diversities
among the existing cloud services, is missing [9–11]. According to
the statistical analysis study, in [12], that has been conducted on
the existing cloud services; the lack of standardization represents
the main issue in the cloud computing technology.

With the absence of the standardization, locating the appro-
priate cloud services, which satisfy the cloud users’ demands, is
considered a hot issue [1,6,8,12]. The majority of the cloud service
discovery (CSD) studies, such as [11,13,14], and [15], have con-
firmed that the lack of a standardized cloud service specification
represents the key challenge of the CSD process. It renders this
process more complex for users, especially those with low cloud
services’ experience [16].

1.1.2. Lack of comprehensive standardized cloud service ontology
According to the review study, in [9], the existing discovery

studies aim to address the of standardization issue and provide
a homogeneous specification model for describing cloud services
by using the semantic technologies embodied in the massive
use of the ontology. The cloud ontology can capture and mask
the heterogeneity and the diversity of the FFs and the NFFs by
categorizing the existing services into groups and identifying
their common features [17]. According to the critical review
study in [8], classifying services into the three generic cloud
service models (i.e., IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) improve the efficiency
of identifying their NFFs accurately, which in turn increase the
overall efficiency of the discovery process. Therefore, the cloud
ontology can provide a unified and explicit specification of cloud
services [11,18]. This can contribute to facilitate the CSD process
for the cloud users and, in turn, to hasten and improve the
retrieval efficiency [16,19,20].

Although there are many studies have been proposed to con-
struct a unified cloud service ontology, comprehensive ontologies
for specifying services related to the three generic cloud service
models (i.e., SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS) or detailed specific ontolo-
gies for each model are still missing [5,21]. Also, the existing
cloud service ontologies lack important evaluation criteria, such
as completeness, consistency, conciseness, clarity, and precise-
ness [5]. Additionally, the cloud business market is open to more
users of different domains and differentiated knowledge, which
ranges from the no-knowledge to the expertise, about cloud
services [22]. So, cloud providers are competing to apply the
expected users’ increasingly complex demands. As a result, a huge
number of complex services are existed [15,23]. Such services
cannot be classified into a specific generic model, as they usually
encompass FFs that may be scattered across various models.
In other words, boundaries between the three generic models
become unclear and nested [22]. Therefore, cloud ontology based
on classifying services into these three models is not suitable
for describing the complex services and represents an obstacle
for users, especially those with a lack of knowledge about cloud

concepts [22,24]. Thus, there is still a need to more models to
classify the existing cloud services. Also, ontological descriptions
of the existing cloud services lack a comprehensive specification
that takes into account the overlapping among the three models,
as well as, covers both FFs and NFFs completely [25].

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the existing cloud
ontologies and improve the accuracy of identifying the suitable
NFFs, we have developed a comprehensive and balanced cloud
service ontology so-called CloudFNF [24]. According to this ontol-
ogy, cloud services are classified based on their FFs. Each of these
FFs that are represented as semantically interrelated concepts has
its own NFFs. From our point of view, this improves the efficiency
of the discovery process. Also, clustering services into a balanced
taxonomy, which is not narrow or shallow and is not deep or
wide, reduces the user query processing time and the network
traffic [17]. This will be reflected in the performance of the CSD
process to become higher.

1.1.3. Insufficient knowledge about cloud computing concept
Many assessments of the search tools have informed that users

prefer using their natural words in composing their queries more
than using controlled or view-based interfaces [26]. Compos-
ing text queries from the available concepts of the referenced
cloud ontology is an obstacle for users with low experience or
low knowledge about cloud terms and concepts (i.e., non-expert
users) [27]. So, many enterprises and users go away from using
cloud services as they have not enough knowledge about cloud
concepts [28,29]. This has been a great motivation for many
cloud researchers to propose keyword-base discovery solutions,
such as [13,22,30,31], and [32]. But, the textual description and
titles of the published cloud services may not include identify-
ing keywords, such as cloud, IaaS, platform, PaaS, software, and
SaaS [11], where cloud providers use their own vocabulary to
present services to the public [14]. This adds another burden to
non-expert users. Also, the keyword-based queries are not pre-
cise and lack expressiveness [17,31]. Additionally, using natural
languages (NLs) for composing queries might cause the ambiguity
problem, which makes it is difficult to match these queries [33].

Additionally, some cloud users, such as application develop-
ers, may have some knowledge about cloud technology but this
knowledge may not be complete enough to identify all their
needed configuration parameters (DT_NFFs). This may lead to
choosing services that are not consistent with their configura-
tion requirements [34]. Therefore, the ontology-based discovery
solutions may achieve efficiency and effectiveness more than the
keyword-based solutions, where ontology can mask the diversity
of the NFFs related to each category of the FFs and present these
NFFs in a unified format [8]. Add to that, presenting cloud services
in a unified taxonomy by defining a set of concepts and semantic
relations among these concepts increases the performance of the
discovery solution [20].

In order to exploit the strengths of the two common kinds of
CSD solutions (i.e., ontology-based and keyword-based discovery
solutions) and avoid their weaknesses, we have proposed, in [35],
a new mechanism bridging the gap between English natural lan-
guage terms and concepts of the referenced cloud ontology using
BabelNet knowledge-base and FP-Growth mining algorithm, with
considering the ambiguity problem. According to this mechanism,
each ontological concept is identified by a set of keywords to be
matched against keywords of the users’ queries.

1.1.4. Huge number of published cloud services
There are many studies, such as [15,23,36,37], and [38], point

to the huge number of the offered cloud services that cover
various FFs. Also, the number of these services is rising exponen-
tially every day to represent another challenge to the discovery
process [17,39,40].

In sum, the previous four problems represent motivations to
propose an effective and flexible cloud service discovery solution.
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1.2. Contributions

In order to overcome the previous problems that render the
cloud service discovery a great challenge in the cloud computing
field, a set of contributions of the work in this paper is presented
in the following subsections.

1.2.1. Proposing an intelligent cloud service discovery framework
In this paper, we propose a comprehensive, standardized,

flexible, and intelligent CSD framework in order to overcome
the weaknesses of the existing CSD solutions. According to this
framework, the cloud service ontology so-called CloudFNF devel-
oped in [24] and the bridging mechanism proposed in [35] are
used to achieve the desired aims. CloudFNF is a comprehensive
ontology that covers all FFs and NFFs features of cloud services
and presents them in a unified semantic specification model
with considering the semantic inter-relationships among these
features. The bridging mechanism enables non-expert users to
compose their queries using their familiar English terms through
a user-centric interface. This interface allows users with a differ-
entiated knowledge to drive the search process and not vice-versa
as in the existing discovery solutions [25]. Users, for composing
their queries, are not bounded to recall specific keywords (con-
cepts’ names or WordNet-based synonyms of these names) or to
select among view-based choices that are suitable for too limited
FFs.

1.2.2. Managing huge amount of data
Due to the huge number of cloud services, it may not be

correct to store all this amount of data as ontological concepts’
individuals because the general purpose of ontologies is to pro-
vide a semantic classification of data, not to include data [41].
Instead, we can exploit the benefits of the relational database
management system (RDBMS) in managing huge amount of data
to improve the accessibility and scalability of the proposed dis-
covery framework. According to our proposed framework, the
instances of the NFFs’ ontological concepts are separated from
the developed ontology to be stored in a RDB, where the Ontop
OBDA [42] platform is used to translate the complex SPARQL
queries over the referenced ontology to SQL queries understood
by the underlying RDB.

We can claim that the proposed CSD framework provides an
end-to-end automatically connection between non-expert users
and data source. The effectiveness evaluation shows that the
proposed framework provides better results than other solutions.

1.3. Paper structure

This paper is organized as follows; an overview about the
existing CSD solutions is presented in Section 2. The architec-
ture of the proposed CSD framework is described in Section 3.
Our proposed framework is evaluated in Section 4. Finally, the
conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.

2. Related work

The huge number of published cloud services, the lack of a
standardized description for such services, and the insufficient
knowledge of non-expert users about cloud technology represent
a set of obstacles that render the CSD process one of the main
challenge in the cloud area [30]. There are many studies have
been proposed to address such obstacles using different tech-
niques. In this section, some of these studies are highlighted and
categorized into the following groups:

2.1. Ontology-based CSD solutions

Ontology-based solutions represent the majority of the CSD
solutions. For more clarity and arrangement, solutions in this
subsection are classified chronologically into three categories as
follows:

From 2010 to 2012. In an attempting to discover services over the
cloud providers’ websites, authors in [43] and [44] have proposed
a search engine. This engine consults a cloud ontology, which
consists of 424 concepts, to determine the similarities among
cloud services, and then rank them according to the given user
requirements. According to this study, three types of reasoning
methods have been proposed to identify the similarity; Similarity
reasoning (i.e., counting the common reachable concepts related
to the specified two concepts), (2) Equivalent reasoning (i.e., cal-
culating the similarity for the labeled values of concepts), and
(3) Numerical reasoning (i.e., calculating the similarity for the
numeric values). The main limitations of this discovery solution
can be summarized into four points: (1) it has been evaluated
using a simulated environment of websites. (2) In spite of there
is an existing work claims that the Non-functional Features (NFFs)
of the cloud services differ by the difference of their provisioned
functionality [24], the authors have assumed that all services
have the same NFFs. (3) Because the number of the published
cloud services is huge and grows continually [45], the proposed
solution is considered a time consuming, where all the candidate
cloud services should be examined for similarity reasoning. (4)
Although there are many concepts in the consulted ontology, they
cover few FFs of cloud services as many of these concepts should
be treated as individuals instead of concepts (e.g., concepts ‘‘Win-
dows’’ and ‘‘Linux’’ should be treated as individuals or labeled
values of the concept ‘‘OS’’).

Through a series of studies in [46–49], and [50], Kang et al.
have proposed an ontology-based CSD system so-called Cloudle.
According to this system, cloud users can specify their needs
according to a specific set of predefined NFFs (e.g., time usage,
price, service type). Then, the Cloudle engine consults a pre-
constructed cloud ontology for determining similarities among
services depending on the user’s requested needs. Finally, a price-
based ranked list of similar services is retrieved. The presented
cloud ontology encompasses cloud concepts, instances of these
concepts, and relations among these instances (object proper-
ties and datatype properties). This ontology has been applied to
find similarities among the candidate cloud services using three
types of reasoning; concept similarity reasoning, object property
similarity reasoning, and datatype similarity reasoning. The main
limitations of this solution can be summarized into three points:
(1) FFs and NFFs that have been covered in the proposed system
are so limited, where they confine to services that dedicate VMs
for customers. (2) The proposed engine has not been evaluated
using a real set of cloud services, but it has been assessed using
a set of virtual websites. (3) From our point of view, the au-
thors have focused on ranking services based on a limited set
of NFFs that are not adequate to cover all the existing cloud
functionalities.

In the same context, the author in [51] has proposed an
improved version of the Cloudle system. This version can be
considered an agent-based CSD solution, which includes crawlers
for searching cloud services over the internet. Also, authors in [7]
have proposed an improved version of the agent-based Cloudle
system so-called CB-Cloudle by applying the k-means clustering
algorithm to cluster the retrieved services. But, this version has
not been evaluated.

In an attempt to help business enterprises to locate their
needed cloud services, authors in [52] have proposed an
ontology-based cloud service repository. The used ontology in
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this repository can be considered an integrated ontology, where
it combines business functionality terms and cloud computing
terms. This ontology has been constructed to provide a standard-
ized cloud service description. The main shortcomings of this
work can be summarized into three points: (1) the generated
ontology lacks import evaluation criteria (i.e., completeness, con-
sistency, conciseness, and clarity) [5]. (2) SPARQL, which needs
experts to be constructed, is the only available querying capa-
bilities. (3) The proposed solution is limited to a specific cloud
service model (i.e., Business as a Service). In an attempt to over-
come the previous limitations, authors in [53] have proposed an
ontology-based CSD system, which consists of three components;
registration, discovery, and ranking. According to this work, a
set of cloud service descriptions, which have been collected
manually, has been clustered using Agglomerative Hierarchical
Clustering algorithm (AHC). Then, a set of key terms has been
attached to each cluster as a signature. The users should enter
their text queries to be matched against the predefined signature
of each cluster using the Term Frequency–Inverse Document
Frequency (TF–IDF) algorithm. All services of the intended cluster
with the highest matching degree will be ranked according to
their NFFs similarity and the hierarchal similarity of their FFs
using the proposed ontology. The main shortcomings of this
work can be summarized into two points: (1) the generated
ontology, which consists of 650 concepts, is limited to represent
services related to only three categories of the business functions
(i.e., CRM, ERP, and DM). (2) Using the WordNet ontology to
detect synonyms of the signature key terms against the service
description may not be suitable for modern technologies such as
the cloud. In our point of view, BabelNet knowledge base may be
more suitable.

Delivering services advertised by cloud providers, as well as,
making negotiations between the provider and the user are con-
sidered the main operations of the automatic cloud brokerage.
Unfortunately, there is a set of obstacles that render these op-
erations represent cloud challenges. These obstacles include pro-
viding the advertised services’ descriptions with complex restric-
tions (e.g., assigning minimum and maximum values for specific
NFFs) or providing these descriptions without unified formats,
and lacking a flexible semantic matching (i.e., providing more
matching levels; Exact, Subsume, Invert-Subsume, Partial, and
Fail). In an attempt to address these obstacles, authors in [15]
have proposed a service-oriented cloud service brokerage frame-
work that, also, supports an ontology-based CSD system. Accord-
ing to the proposed framework, the providers can advertise their
services with complex constraints in a semantic cloud service
repository, which includes two components: (1) Domain Ontol-
ogy; for capturing concepts (e.g., CloudProvider, CloudRequester,
CloudRequest, and CloudOffer), and properties (e.g., the object
properties among individuals of CloudOffer and CloudProvider).
Also, this ontology provides a set of other properties, such as
hasLocation, hasOS, and hasBandwidth, to describe the NFFs of
these services. While constraints are described as SWRL rules that
are used for achieving the flexible semantic matchmaking. (2)
Service Ontology; for providing an OWL-S description for services
in the form of inputs (i.e., concepts attached to the CloudRequest)
and outputs (i.e., specifications attached to the service). From the
other perspective, the users can send a service discovery request
associated with some possible values for specific NFFs as request
restrictions. By consulting the ontology, I/O of this request will be
matched with I/O of the advertised services and then matching
these restrictions. According to the predefined set of matching
levels, the retrieved services will be arranged. The main short-
comings of this solution can be summarized into three points: (1)
the authors concentrated only on measuring the performance of
the proposed system with ignoring other important aspects, such

as the efficiency of retrieving the suitable services, and the user
query composition. (2) It is limited to a specific set of the NFFs,
especially some of those related to the IaaS cloud services. (3) It
lacks a generic ontology for all the cloud service models.

From 2013 to 2015. In an attempt to provide a local repository for
cloud services, as well as, extract some insights for an effective
CSD system, authors in [11] and [54] have proposed an ontology-
based crawler engine. They have constructed a cloud service
ontology based on the NIST cloud standard. This ontology has
been used to enable the proposed crawler to collect the possible
cloud services over the internet, verify these services, and then
classify the verified services. The main shortcomings of this en-
gine can be summarized into four points: (1) the collected data
are very difficult to be understood, as the basic information about
cloud services (e.g., service name, service URL. . . ) and the seman-
tic meaning associated with the collected data values are missing.
(2) The dependence on the NIST standards as the initial source for
concepts of the proposed ontology renders the crawling process
biased to limited types of cloud services. (3) The new concepts
of the ontology are added by using the word count similarity
instead of the semantic similarity reasoning. (4) The generated
ontology lacks important evaluation criteria (i.e., completeness,
conciseness, clarity, and preciseness) [5].

In an attempt to enhance the automatic CSD solutions, authors
in [55] have suggested that each cloud service is represented into
a specific profile using four attributes (i.e., service name, price,
features, and SLA). The developed profiles should be written using
RDF language. Then, these profiles have been combined to gener-
ate a global ontology of 64 concepts and 128 relations. According
to this solution, concepts and attributes are extracted from the
user’s text query for generating a SPARQL query that is suitable
to request the concept that achieves the highest similarity degree
from the global ontology according to the extracted attributes.
The authors have depended on three types of similarity methods;
String similarity (using LD: Levenshtein Distance), Concept simi-
larity (using LCH: Least Common Hypernym), and User constraint
similarity. The limitations of this suggestion can be summarized
into three points: (1) the generated global ontology cannot be
considered complete cloud service ontology, where the number
of concepts was too small and cannot be used to represent all
the cloud service models. (2) Also, the used NFFs are not enough
to cover parameters of the available cloud services. (3) Cloud
providers are forced to register their services in the RDF format.

In an attempt to discover the IaaS services, authors in [1] have
proposed an ontology-based cloud recommender system. The
used ontology for this system has been constructed to classify the
computing, storage, and network cloud services and to describe
their FFs and NFFs. The proposed system uses SQL and regular
expressions for matching the view-based user query against the
available service descriptions to find and rank the appropriate
services. The main limitations of this solution can be summarized
into three points: (1) although the work has been published to
be a contribution to discover all cloud services, the authors have
concentrated only on providing a clear comprehension about
concepts related to the IaaS services and their inter-relations.
(2) The constructed ontology lacks important evaluation criteria
(i.e., completeness, conciseness, and clarity) [5].

In an attempt to improve the communication between cloud
providers and users, authors in [56] have proposed a compre-
hensive architecture for the CSD process of cloud services. This
architecture can be considered an agent-based discovery solu-
tion. According to this solution, the user text query is sent to a
user agent to be pre-processed. Then, the pre-processed query is
matched against services stored in a service history, which has
three attributes; query, provider name, and service that should
be retrieved. If the pre-processed query does not match a query
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in the history, it is sent to a search agent. Based on the cloud on-
tology defined in [1], the search agent matches the query against
the ontology concepts to find the related providers according to
their associated domains. For each provider that has been found,
a delegator agent is created to perform a matching operation
against services associated with this provider. Again, for each
associated service, a sub delegator agent is created. All the sub
delegator agents work in parallel using Hadoop map reduce.
Finally, the retrieved services are ranked using an ontology-based
matchmaking algorithm. The man limitations of this work can be
summarized into two points: (1) the consulted cloud ontology
is only related to the IaaS services, and lacks important eval-
uation criteria (i.e., completeness, conciseness, and clarity) [5].
(2) Checking all the ontology concepts and their registered cloud
services every searching time is considered time-consuming, but
using Hadoop map reduce might solve the problem.

In an attempt to provide a semantic CSD framework, authors
in [57] and [58] have proposed a semantic model of seven ontolo-
gies (i.e., Application ontology, Support ontology, Mosaic ontol-
ogy, SLA ontology, Market ontology, Offer ontology, and Request
ontology) to help cloud users/providers to request/advertise their
demands/services according to their business needs/strategies.
Therefore, the proposed model is based on two different business
perspectives; user and provider. So, the authors have proposed
a mechanism to map the different concepts between the two
perspectives into a shareable ground. Finally, a matchmaking
procedure has been implemented to find the match between
services published by the providers and demands issued by the
user. In other words, both user demands and service charac-
teristics are represented as individuals of the used ontologies’
concepts. These individuals are matched using a set of predefined
semantic mapping rules. The main limitations of this solution
can be summarized into two points: (1) although the solution
focuses only on the business perspective and ignores the technical
aspects, more business features need to be considered. (2) For the
basic concepts of the cloud computing, the authors depend on
the Mosaic ontology [59], which lacks all the needed evaluation
criteria of the cloud ontology [5].

In the context of the cloud deployment services, the NFFs
associated with the FFs of the published services differ according
to their cloud providers. So, the application developers should
locate the appropriate cloud environment (i.e., provider) that
offer all the FFs needed to run their applications in a correct
manner (e.g., the availability of the correct database and ap-
plication servers). Then, the developers need to select one of
these located providers based on the associated NFFs. Finally, the
developers have to configure the selected environment in a way
to be consistent with the application requirements. Achieving
this task manually may be a complex task, due to the lacking
of an inclusive knowledge about these NFFs, as well as, their
differences. In an attempt to address these challenges during the
configuration and the deployment phases, authors in [34] have
proposed Software Product Lines (SPL)-based solution combined
with a domain model to allow developers to discover the suitable
provider and then obtain executable scripts for the automatic
configuration according to the specified NFFs. According to the
SPL approach, all the NFFs are abstracted into common and vari-
able features, where the deployment of an application depends
on a valid combination of these features. The NFFs associated
with every cloud environment are represented in a separate file
so-called Feature Model (FM), while the FFs are gathered and
represented in a Cloud Knowledge Model (CKM). Both FMs and
CKM models have been defined with the involvement of domain
experts. For dealing with the variable features among these FMs,
the authors have proposed an ontology-based mapping process.
The main shortcomings of this solution can be summarized into

three points: (1) it is limited to the PaaS services. (2) Accord-
ing to the cloud ontology evaluation rules in [5], the ontology
used in the mapping process lack many criteria. (3) The users
(i.e., developers) have to be expert with the cloud computing
concepts.

From 2016 to 2019. In an attempt to address the CSD issue, a
technique has been proposed in [60] to cluster services based on
the user demands that include service type (e.g., IaaS), functional
requirements (e.g., CPU clock, and RAM space), cost and time
utilities, and voting. Also, a cloud ontology-based search system
has been proposed to perform three kinds of similarity reasoning;
perception, object, and datatype. The main shortcomings of this
solution can be summarized into three points: (1) it provides
nothing new, where it may be considered identical to the solution
proposed in [50]. (2) Although the authors have mentioned that
users can compose their queries in a text format, the proposed
system provides a view-based user interface. (3) The authors
have mentioned nothing about how the used ontology has been
created or from where it has been adopted.

With the lack of a standardized description for publishing
cloud services, the complication of the discovery process con-
tinuously increases. In an attempt to address this issue, authors
in [14] and [61] have proposed an ontology-based multi-agent
framework for discovering cloud services. The used ontology or
so-called ‘‘Cloud Ontology: Triple Store’’ has been developed as
an RDF-based semantic repository for representing FFs and NFFs
of the IaaS services in a unified description. According to the
proposed solution, the users’ queries, which can be composed
by selecting from many FFs and NFFs using a given GUI, are
sent to a Discovery Agent for locating the suitable services. The
generated instance of the Discovery Agent converts the GUI query
into suitable SPARQL queries before asking the developed seman-
tic repository. In case of failing the Discovery Agent to locate
services, an instance of the Reasoning Agent is activated to apply a
semantic matchmaking operation using Tversky Similarity Model
for exploiting the existing relations among the concepts of the
developed semantic repository. The most suitable services are
retrieved according to the QoS rating degrees, which have been
assigned to the services as a voting of the former users, using
a multi-criteria decision making with a weighted sum model.
The main shortcomings of this solution can be summarized into
two points: (1) the discovered cloud services are limited to the
IaaS services. (2) The covered NFFs are limited to the running
time NFFs (i.e., QoS parameters), where the designing time NFFs
(i.e., Configuration parameters) are ignored.

From the authors’ point of view in [62], cloud service dis-
covery, selection, and composition represent tasks that render
cloud services accessible and available for users. So, the authors
have proposed composing these three tasks together in an on-
tology and QoS-based framework to achieve the user demands.
According to this framework, cloud ontologies have been devel-
oped to semantically describe services published/requested by
the providers/users and then to achieve the matchmaking task
semantically between the user requests and services stored in a
pre-developed repository. While QoS (i.e., availability, response
time, price. . . etc.) has been used to improve the user satisfaction
by filtering the retrieved services based on the QoS constraints
assigned by the users. The main shortcomings of this framework
can be summarized into four points: (1) the covered NFFs are
limited to a set of QoS parameters, where other important NFFs,
such as the configuration parameters, are ignored. (2) The authors
have concentrated only on measuring the performance of the
proposed system with ignoring other important aspects, such as
the efficiency of retrieving services, and the user query composi-
tion. (3) The framework lacks a generic ontology for all the cloud
service models. (4) The framework is only considered ranking a
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set of services classified into a functionality defined by the users
as input.

The number of cloud providers and their published services, as
well as, the number of users and their requests are rising expo-
nentially every day. Thus, finding suitable services represents an
extremely difficult task for the discovery solutions that are based
on a centralized repository. These solutions are considered time-
consuming and may suffer from the bottlenecks. In an attempt
to address these issues, Authors in [17] have proposed a Peer-to-
Peer-based decentralized semantic discovery solution. According
to this work, services’ descriptions are located in a decentralized
repository in different zones based on their classification. Each
zone exploits a copy of a cloud ontology to store and retrieve
the cloud services’ descriptions. This ontology has been devel-
oped based on the NIST standards for masking the heterogeneity
among cloud services by classifying them according to their de-
scriptions into categories to facilitate the discovery process. The
users’ queries are sent to the most relevant zone, where each
zone includes a set of peers clustered into groups based on the
semantic similarity of the services’ descriptions. Also, there are
semantic links to connect peers with high similarity together. The
main shortcomings of this solution can be summarized into two
points: (1) depending on the NIST standards, as the foundation
of the used ontology, for clustering peers renders the clustering
process biased to limited types of cloud services. Also, the NIST
standards lack important evaluation criteria (i.e., completeness,
clarity, and preciseness) [5]. (2) It does not provide a standardized
description that encompasses all types of cloud services.

The exponential increase of the cloud services number, with
the absence of a unified description for these services, represents
a great challenge in the discovery process of cloud services. In an
attempt to address these issues, authors in [39] have proposed
an ontology- based crawler to identify, classify, and rank cloud
services (i.e., identify whether they are cloud services or not,
classify them into IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, or BPaaS, and rank them
according to their quality and relevance) according to the content
of their webpages. This crawler has been developed to cover all
models of cloud services by considering both the functional and
non-functional features of the gathered services related to each
model. The main shortcomings of this solution can be summa-
rized into three points: (1) the consulted cloud ontology has been
created based on ontology evolution criteria proposed in [63],
which are not related to the cloud domain. Also, this ontology has
ignored the inter-relationships among the cloud models, where
some services may include functionalities from different models.
(2) All crawlers are subject to the deception by adding some
related keywords to the crawled documents. (3) The NFFs in
this work are extracted depending on the proposed ontology
and the CloudHarmony API, which is limited to specific cloud
functionality (i.e., Hosting) and not all models as claimed by the
authors.

Nowadays, a huge number of cloud services, which provide
the same Functional Features (FFs), are existing. Also, this number
grows rapidly. These services are published with differentiated
QoS NFFs, such as response time and availability. In an attempt
to filter those services according to the QoS requirements of
cloud users for specific FFs, authors, in [10], have proposed a
cloud service recommendation system. According to this system,
cloud services are recommended to users by applying a semantic
matchmaking similarity, using ontology proposed in [64], be-
tween the concepts extracted from the users’ FFs requirements
and the concepts extracted from the existing services’ descrip-
tions. Then, the returned candidate services are ranked based
on the users’ QoS requirements compared to the QoS feedback
of other users, who have previous usage experiences with these
services. These feedback are monitored and collected periodi-
cally every 15 min and stored in four quantifiable QoS models;

central tendency, variation range, frequency of variation, and
period. The similarity degree of these models is weighted using
the Mahalanobis distance. The proposed discovery method has
been presented as a multi-criteria decision-making problem, and
TOPSIS method has been used to address this problem. The main
shortcomings of the proposed solution include: (1) it has not been
implemented completely as a cloud-based recommendation sys-
tem that can provide a visualized interaction with the users. (2) It
lacks covering the other important NFFs, such as the configuration
parameters and some of the other QoS parameters.

With the speedily growing number of services published by
a large number of cloud providers, the discovery process rep-
resents a great cloud issue. In an attempt to address this issue,
authors in [64] have proposed a fuzzy decision-making approach
to improve the current CSD solutions. According to this solution,
two operations are executed on the users’ input query; (1) calcu-
lating the similarity between the users’ FFs input and the cloud
services’ FFs using a fuzzy ontology. (2) The retrieved candidate
services from the first operation are ranked according to their
attached QoS compared with the users’ QoS requirements using a
fuzzy TOPSIS method. The main shortcomings of this solution can
be summarized into two points: (1) Using fuzzy expressions as
users’ input is not suitable for non-expert users. (2) Configuration
parameters are not considered in this solution.

In an attempt to select the appropriate services, which provide
the requested requirements with acceptable prices, among a set
of IaaS services with the same functionality, authors in [65] have
proposed an ontology-based framework for allowing the user
to specify their requirements numerically. According to these
requirements, the ontology is constructed to present the existing
services that have been stored before by their cloud providers in a
repository. Using the constructed ontology, a semantic reasoning
process is applied to return a list of candidate services ranked by
applying the intersection search between the users’ requirements
and the available NFFs of these services. The main shortcomings
of this solution can be summarized into two points: (1) it forces
the users on a set of very limited IaaS DT_NFFs to select among
them. (2) This solution only ranks a set of available IaaS according
to the users’ requirements supposing that their functionalities are
the same.

2.2. Keyword-based CSD solutions

In an attempt to increase the usage of cloud services, authors
in [32] have proposed a mobile agent based CSD solution. Ac-
cording to this solution, keywords that compose the user text
query are matched against the cloud service textual descriptions
using the cosine similarity measure and the python function
‘‘Index.shift’’. The main shortcomings of this solution can be sum-
marized into four points: (1) it is considered a time-consuming
solution, where all descriptions associated with the available
cloud services should be checked for every user query. (2) De-
pending on the keywords may be insufficient without a robust
cloud concepts related dictionary for detecting synonyms and
removing the confusing situations. (3) This solution may not
be suitable for non-expert cloud users. (4) The NFFs of cloud
services are not included in this solution. Also, the authors have
concentrated only on the SaaS services.

In order to provide a solution for discovering cloud services,
authors in [22] have proposed a keyword-based search and rec-
ommender system so-called CSRecommender. This system con-
sists of five components; (1) the crawler component that is re-
sponsible for crawling websites for probable cloud services. (2)
The cloud service identifier component that is responsible for
quantifying this probability by matching keywords associated
with the text content of the potential web page against those
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associated with well-known cloud services’ webpages using the
cosine similarity measure. (3) The index component that is re-
sponsible for indexing the previously identified cloud services
using the TF–IDF algorithm and then storing them in a cloud ser-
vice repository. For each term in the index (i.e., word stem), a list
of the TF and its corresponding service ID is stored. (4) The search
engine component that is responsible for matching keywords
associated with the user’s text query against the indexed terms
of each cloud service. (5) The recommender component that is
responsible for providing content-based or user collaborative-
based recommendations. After executing the search process, the
users can rate the closeness of the other retrieved cloud services
against the selected one. The main shortcomings of this solution
can be summarized into four points: (1) the covered NFFs are
limited into only four general parameters (i.e., URL, Name, Con-
tent, and Image). (2) Cloud services in the generated repository
cannot be classified into their related FFs or, at least, into the
three generic types of cloud services (i.e., IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS).
(3) The recommendation process is limited to the users who have
a previous experience in the cloud area. (4) The accuracy degree
of the proposed solution is low.

Due to the existing CSD solutions are considered time-
consuming processes, authors in [13] have proposed a distributed
crawler engine architecture to facilitate the discovery process of
the SaaS cloud services. The proposed architecture encompasses
four main components; (1) the Nutch component, which is an
open source Hadoop-based crawler, is responsible for crawling
cloud reviews mentioned on the website ‘‘CloudReviews.com’’. (2)
The Solr interface component is responsible for indexing URLs of
the crawled information in order to accelerate the search opera-
tions. (3) The SaaS Filter component is responsible for filtering the
collected URLs to gain only the SaaS cloud services’ URLs based
on a set of keywords associated with the SaaS websites. Also,
the WordNet lexical database is used for considering synonyms.
(4) The SaaS Repository component is responsible for developing
a SaaS repository as a three-tuple (i.e., URL, Service Name, and
Content). The main shortcomings of this solution can be summa-
rized into three points: (1) the included NFFs of services stored
in the developed repository are limited to only three general
parameters (i.e., URL, Name, and Content). (2) The covered cloud
service models are limited to only the SaaS model. (3) WordNet
may not be a suitable choice in case of the cloud technology.
From our point of view, BabelNet knowledge base may be the
appropriate choice.

In an attempt to address the lack of a comprehensive cloud
service search engine, authors in [31] have proposed a model
for detecting and tracking cloud services over the internet, as
well as, identifying their related features. According to this model,
cloud services are identified automatically based on the content
of their webpages using the k-Nearest Neighbor classification
approach (i.e., differentiating between cloud providers’ webpages
and non-cloud webpages), while the features are extracted using
the k-means clustering algorithm. Based on the proposed model,
the authors have developed a search engine for discovering cloud
services by matching the searching keywords written by the
user against the profiles of services stored in a pre-developed
repository using cosine similarity. Also, the users can specify
the type of services as a constraint to narrow the search zone.
The main shortcomings of this solution can be summarized into
four points: (1) the covered NFFs have been limited to only
three constant features (i.e., providers, service name, and service
URL) and six IaaS variable features (i.e., CPU name, CPU capacity,
memory capacity, storage capacity, storage type, and price). (2)
Due to the huge number of cloud searches, this solution can
be considered a time-consuming solution. (3) Using the English
natural language in the composition of the user query without

considering ambiguity in the meaning represents an obstacle for
this solution [66]. (4) The proposed solution has achieved correct
results with only VPS and Web Hosting cloud functionalities.

Authors in [30] have proposed a recommendation model for
cloud services. In this model, the unstructured textual description
of cloud services are clustered using a nonparametric Bayesian
process called Hierarchical Dirichlet. After that, the services in
each cluster are ranked based on their tags using a standard
searching tool called Personalized PageRank. On the other hands,
the used inference algorithms in the Hierarchical Dirichlet pro-
cesses depend on producing many passes through the entire
given data, which represents a great challenge for the very large
scale of data [67]. So, such algorithms are not suitable for clus-
tering the huge number of cloud service descriptions. Also, all
the recommendation models depend on the historical activities
of users, which are not available for non-expert cloud users.

2.3. Ontology and keyword-based CSD solutions

Due to the availability of a huge number of cloud services,
discovering services that achieve the users’ demands has become
a difficult problem. In an attempt to address this problem, au-
thors in [68] have proposed a semantically-enhanced platform
for discovering cloud services in three stages. The first stage is
for the automatically semantic annotation of the cloud services’
descriptions with concepts and individuals of the referenced on-
tology. The second stage is for building a semantic index from
the generated annotations using an adapted version of the classic
vector space model, where each service can be symbolized using
a vector. Each dimension in this vector refers to a specific concept
in the referenced ontology. The first and the second stages have
been used to construct a semantic repository for cloud services.
The third stage is for matching the user test query with the cloud
service descriptions using cosine similarity, where keywords as-
sociated with the query are modeled into the previous vector
form and compared with vectors associated with each service.
The main shortcomings of this solution can be summarized into
four points: (1) the evaluation process has been conducted using
the ICT ontology, which is not a dedicated ontology for cloud
services. (2) Services in the constructed repository are repre-
sented based only on their descriptions, where all the NFFs are
not covered. (3) Using the natural languages in the composition
of the user query without considering ambiguity in the meaning
represents another obstacle [66]. (4) It is considered a time-
consuming solution, where the operations used to create the
semantic annotations require a lot of computational time.

In an attempt to improve the efficiency of the semantic cloud
service crawlers to search only for the URLs related to the cloud
services, as well as, deal with the huge number of these ser-
vices, authors in [38] have proposed an ontology-based crawler
that uses IF–IDF and LDA as similarity measures. In this work,
the authors have presented a self-adaptive cloud ontology that
allows the crawler to gather and classify cloud services auto-
matically. Also, this crawler adopts the URLs priority techniques
for efficient retrieval of URLs related to cloud services. The main
shortcomings of this work can be summarized into two points:
(1) as a general problem of all crawlers, they can be spoofed by
adding some relevant keywords in the content of a specific URL’s
webpage. (2) The used ontology lacks a standardized represen-
tation of cloud services, where important aspects, such as the
configuration parameters of these services, are not included.

Attaching a semantic description to web services may con-
tribute addressing many challenges, such as service discovery
and service composition. This description should be adapted to
every change in the web service source code. Unfortunately, the
automatic semantic description adaptation at the runtime is still
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missing and requires a human intervention. In the context of
avoiding the human intervention and promoting the automatic
behavior (i.e., self-adaptive), Authors in [69] have proposed a new
method to describe the semantics of the web services, where
an intermediary Meta Data Layer has been proposed to provide
a level of independency between the web service source code
and the web service semantic description. In an attempt to adapt
this method to be suitable for the cloud environment, authors
in [70] have presented a new Intention Description Layer (IDL)
that can be used via Provision, Assurance, and Accounting (PAA)
modeling approach to weave new cloud services to the runtime
cloud applications without recoding and republishing it. The main
limitations of this work can be summarized into two points: (1)
The IDL description is not rigorously tested and evaluated. (2)
There are many issues, such as the lack of standardization and the
heterogeneity of the provisioned cloud services, which should be
considered and addressed to achieve the desired benefits of this
work.

Due to the lack of a standardized description of cloud services,
where most cloud providers depend on the natural language
to present their services, CSD process is still a hot issue. In an
attempt to address these issue, authors in [6] have proposed
an ontology-based cloud service search engine, where the Fuzzy
membership values and TF–IDF scores are used for measuring
the similarity. According to this work, cloud services’ descriptions
are collected, using the crawler component, and then sent to
an NLP component to extract the major concepts (i.e., nouns
with the maximum frequency degree). These concepts belong
to three fuzzy ontology groups (i.e., IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) and
one fuzzy outlier group with different membership values. The
extracted concepts are used to update the proposed ontological
structure of the three fuzzy groups, where the Jaccard coefficient
is used to calculate the distance between the concepts. For users,
the text query is sent to the NLP component to extract the
primary concepts, and then is divided into sub-queries using the
fuzzy connectives (AND, OR) based on the first-order Horn clause
logic and disjunctive normal form. After that, SPARQL queries are
constructed from these sub-queries to retrieve the most related
services from a repository, where the fuzzy ontology structure is
stored. The main shortcomings of this solution can be summa-
rized into two points: (1) the generated ontology structure lacks
the representation of the NFFs. (2) It may not be suitable for non-
expert users, where the user query should be written using cloud
relevant keywords.

Searching for suitable cloud services, based on the SLAs, from
the provider’s web portals directly is considered a very heavy
process for the users, especially those without experience with
cloud technology. In an attempt to address this issue, authors
in [20] have proposed an SLA ontology-based search engine for
discovering cloud services. According to the proposed engine,
SLAs are crawled from cloud providers’ web portals and anno-
tated based on three SLA ontologies (for SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS)
developed by the authors. Then, these annotated SLAs are indexed
using the semantic distance (i.e., the links between the ontology
concepts) in order to rapid the search process. These SLAs are
stored in a semantic repository as vectors using the Vector Space
Model (VSM), where each dimension refers to a specific concept
in the used ontology. Each term in these vectors is weighted using
the TF–IDF. The proposed engine locates the ontological concepts
referred by the user’s keywords. Then, the engine calculates the
semantic distance value between the concepts related to the user
query and the concepts related to each SLA. Also, this engine
allows updating the used ontologies by adding new extracted
terms based on C-value method, NC-value method, andWikipedia
API. The main shortcomings of this engine can be summarized
into two points: (1) the NFFs are not covered in this solution.
(2) The needed operations to create the semantic annotations are
considered time-consuming.

2.4. Ontology based data access solutions

To provide the users with a flexible data access and to avoid
the need of IT expertise, authors in [71] have argued the role of
the Optique project [72] to overcome this issue. Optique depends
on the Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) to allow the end-user
access data sources directly without brokers.

OBDA is an important component in the new generation of se-
mantic applications that manipulate a huge amount of data [73].
Ontology presents a high representation and organization level of
the heterogeneous data by modeling these data in a set of domain
familiar vocabularies. Thus, the ontologies’ users are isolated from
the structure details of data that may be stored in different data
sources (e.g., relational databases). The role of the OBDA is to
transform the ontology users’ queries into queries, which can be
implemented using these data sources, by defining a set of map-
ping rules. The authors in [73] have developed a tool so-called
Ontop to allow the users formulate queries to the underlying
databases by using their familiar ontology terms.

The energy technology expectation process represents an im-
portant issue in the energy area due to the large amount of
heterogeneous data, as well as, its continual increase. In an at-
tempt to address this issue, author in [74] has proposed an
ontology-based approach to formalize and organize the energy
technology database in a unified format. According to this ap-
proach, OBDA is used to translate the complex queries over the
proposed ontology into queries that are understood using the
underlying energy data source.

3. The proposed CSD framework architecture

As shown in Table A.1, the architecture of the existing CSD
solutions can be categorized into: (1) Online Search-based so-
lutions that depend on composing suitable search queries on
cloud providers’ portals. (2) Crawler-based solutions that depend
on crawling web pages over the internet to identify and col-
lect the existing cloud services and, as possible, their available
specifications. (3) Repository-based solutions that depend on the
cloud provider to register their published services according to a
predefined unified specification model in a comprehensive cloud
service marketplace.

According to the previous review in [20], using the online
search is not the right choice for architecture of our proposed
CSD framework. Also, the crawling process is not the right choice
for collecting the needed advertising information about cloud
services. For instance, NFFs related to these services are impor-
tant information to rank those services according to the users’
constraints of their required FFs. Extracting the NFFs from the col-
lected web pages correctly is a great challenge, where providers
present such type of information in different ways. Additionally,
visiting all possible web pages searching for cloud services is con-
sidering a time-consuming process [56] and the majority of cloud
services require authentication to access their specifications [22].
Also, classifying these collected cloud services is not effective
enough, as it is based on the content of these web pages instead
of the semantic information. Although some studies, such as [20]
and [75], have proposed the usage of the semantic annotations to
identify the cloud services’ web pages and classify them according
to a referenced cloud ontology, the process of creating an entire
set of annotations extremely consumes time and resources [75].

Google search engine or any other search engine may be
useful to search documents, images, or videos, but it may not be
suitable in the case of searching products because the products
have different specifications. So, by using online market places,
the products are registered according to their trademarks into
categories to facilitate the discovery process and to save the
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discovery time. On the other hand, users may fail to discover
cloud services due to the inefficient marketing of these ser-
vices [17]. Also, the trade market lacks an effective marketplace
or so-called repository for registering cloud services in a com-
moditized transaction environment [40]. Hence, to facilitate and
increase the effectiveness of the CSD process, the construction of
a well-structured repository for storing specifications of services
adverted by different providers is pivotal phase [17]. According to
our proposed framework, cloud services are treated as products
and registered in a dedicated unified cloud repository, where
services are categorized according to their provisioned FFs into
the concepts of our developed cloud ontology with considering
NFFs of each category. To register cloud services in terms of their
FFs and NFFs, cloud providers should locate the closest functional
categories related to the text description of their services to be
advertised, and the users follow the same steps for discovering
the advertised services.

As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of the proposed CSD
framework consists of four layers; User, Discovery, Metadata,
and RDBM, and three stakeholders; User, Cloud Provider, and IT-
Admin. Each of these layers and the role of each stakeholder are
explained with more details in the following subsections.

3.1. Metadata layer

The Metadata layer includes two main components; CloudFNF
Ontology, and BabelNet-based Cloud Service Dictionary. Each
cloud service is registered in the relational database (RDB) of the
proposed discovery framework according to these two compo-
nents.

3.1.1. CloudFNF ontology component
The comprehensive functionality-based cloud service ontology

called CloudFNF, which has been developed in [24], is the core
component in our framework. According to the evaluation criteria
in [5], this ontology is considered complete, consistence, concise,
clear, and precise cloud service ontology. It provides a semantic
classification of cloud services according to their provisioned FFs.
Also, the NFFs of these services are considered in this ontology
to render the ranking process for services, which provide the
same FFs, an effective operation. The concepts of the referenced
ontology are classified into five categories; (1) Offered Functional
Features (O_FFs) category, such as computing, document manage-
ment, and hosting, includes functionalities published as services
individually or in compositions for achieving the functional de-
mands of the cloud users. Services, which provide more than
FF, are categorized under every FF that they are providing. (2)
Supported Functional Features (S_FFs) or so-called management
functional features category, such as reporting, billing, and prob-
lem management, is similar to the O_FFs category, but it includes
functionalities that other cloud providers can use to efficiently
manage their clouds and to make sure the quality of their pro-
visions (O_FFs). (3) Deployment Parameters Non-Functional Fea-
tures (DP_NFFs) includes the general NFFs, such as Service Title,
Service URL, and Provider Name, attached to every cloud ser-
vice. (4) Design Time Non-Functional Features (DT_NFFs) includes
groups of the exclusive configuration parameters associated with
every FF. These groups have the same names of their FFs with
adding a suffix ‘‘NFF’’. Cloud vendors provide these parameters
at competitive prices. So, services of the same FF can be ranked
by using these parameters. In a real working environment, these
parameters may not achieve the contracted quality of the provi-
sioned cloud services. So, it is difficult to rate the quality of these
services without previous experience from other cloud users. (5)
Run Time Non-Functional (RT_NFFs) includes a set of common
parameters to facilitate rating the quality of the provided services.

Values of these parameters are assigned by the voting of users
with previous experience.

The cloud ontologies that are used in the existing CSD so-
lutions lack the semantic inter-relationships among the generic
models of cloud services (see Table A.1). The referenced ontology
(i.e., CloudFNF) of our proposed CSD solution overcomes this
deficiency by classifying the services based on their FFs with
considering the inter-relationships among these FFs. As shown in
Fig. 2, which illustrates an excerpt from CloudFNF ontology for
two different O_FFs; Human Resource Management (HRM), and
Streaming and Multimedia (SM), FFs are classified in a semantic
inter-relationship taxonomy. For example, services that provide
the HRM FFs are also included by the ERP services and the EAI
services due to the direct semantic object relation ‘‘Is Integrated
By’’ between the HRM and the ERP, and the indirect semantic
object relation ‘‘Is Interconnected By’’ between the HRM and the
EAI through the ERP, respectively.

In order to bridge the gap between English natural language
terms (i.e., English words and expressions written by non-expert
users) and the concepts of the referenced ontology, each concept
is identified by a set of keywords extracted by using the mech-
anism that has been proposed in [35]. As shown in Fig. 2, SM
and HRM are identified by a set of 6 and 10 keywords, respec-
tively. These keywords are attached to the ontological concepts
to be matched against the extracted English terms of the users’
queries based on the BabelNet-based Cloud Dictionary compo-
nent defined in Metadata Layer and by using Matching Algorithm
component defined in Discovery Layer.

Knowledge representation, and knowledge inference, knowl-
edge discovery, and NLP are fundamental Artificial Intelligence
(AI) techniques [76,77]. Knowledge representation and knowl-
edge inference (AI promising techniques [78]) appear in the pro-
posed CSD framework in using semantic technologies embod-
ied in ontology that supports the reasoning and helps agents
(i.e., software and human) share knowledge and communicate
more efficiently [79,80]. NLP (one of the AI founding techniques
[81]), and knowledge discovery and data mining (AI-related tech-
niques [82]) appear in the proposed framework in using BabelNet
knowledge base (for verifying English terms), TextRank (for de-
tecting expressions), OpenNLP and WordNet (for POS tagging),
and FP-Growth mining algorithm (for extracting the associated
keywords) to bridge the gap between users’ English terms and
the CloudFNF’s concepts with avoiding the ambiguity of the users’
query terms. Therefore, we can claim that the proposed CSD
framework is an intelligent system.

Also, the NFFs associated with the FFs are considered in this
ontology. As shown in Fig. 3, each FF is defined by three types
of the NFFs; general features (Deployment_Parameters_DP_NFFs),
QoS features (RT_NFFs), and an exclusive group of the
DT_NFFs (e.g., Streaming_And_Multimedia_SM_NFFs, and
HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs).

3.1.2. BabelNet-based cloud dictionary component
One of the important components in our proposed CSD frame-

work is the BabelNet-based cloud Dictionary developed in [35].
It encompasses synonyms of English terms that compose the
textual descriptions of the most existing cloud services. These
terms have been verified, and their synonyms have been col-
lected by using a huge encyclopedic semantic network and dic-
tionary called BabelNet Knowledge Base [83]. Entries of this
dictionary are in the form of ‘‘Token_Name;Type’’, where Type
∈ {noun, verb, adjective, adverb, expression}. In other words,
‘‘stream;noun’’ and ‘‘stream;verb’’ are two different entries. The
aim of the developed dictionary is to avoid the ambiguity caused
by synonym or homonym of the users’ query terms. This is
achieved by founding a specialized cloud dictionary, where en-
tries of this dictionary or so-called terms are classified into
domains (i.e., one for each FF).
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed CSD framework.

3.2. Relational database management layer

Knowledge can be represented and stored by choosing be-
tween two key models; RDB model and Ontology model. Both
two models have some strengths and some weakness. The main
focus of ontologies is to provide a semantic representation model
of data with a minimal focus on the structure of storing instances,
where storing instances is an optional choice [41,84,85]. On the
other hand, the main focus of RDBs is to provide a well-structured
repository for storing instances efficiently with a tiny focus on
the semantic meaning of data [84,85]. In other words, ontologies
focus on the meaning of data, while RDBs focus on the storage of
data. Although, ontologies can overcome difficult problems, such
as the interoperability, search, and human communication by
sharing knowledge and understanding [84], they fail to manage
large amount of data. RDBs are tuned for managing (storing and
querying) such amount of data with a high performance [85].

In our proposed CSD framework, the strengths of both two
models are exploited. Due to the huge number of cloud services,
an RBD model is developed to store instances and data values
related to the NFFs of the cloud services. While, the CloudFNF
ontology is to facilitate and increase the efficiency and the per-
formance of the CSD process, as well as, to achieve the desired
convergence between English terms of the non-expert users and

the cloud computing concepts. Fig. 4 provides an excerpt of
the developed RDB model of the NFFs covered in the CloudFNF
ontology with focusing on the NFFs shown in Fig. 3, which are
dedicated for both HRM and SM FFs.

In order to construct a compatible structure for our RDB
model, each FF ontological concept is represented by a table
of four columns; Primary Key column named by adding suffix
‘‘ID’’ to the FF ontological concept name and the other three
columns are dedicated to the three types of NFFs related to the
FF concept (i.e., DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFs, RT_NFFs, and
the exclusive group of the DT_NFFs related to the specified FF).
The last three columns are named also by adding the suffix ‘‘ID’’
to the concept named. As shown in Fig. 4, HumanResourceMan-
agement_HRM and Streaming_And_Multimedia_SM FFs concepts
are represented in our RDB model by two tables named with
the same FF concept names with four columns. For example, the
FF concept ‘‘HumanResourceManagement_HRM’’ is represented
by the table ‘‘HumanResourceManagement_HRM’’ that includes
columns ‘‘HumanResourceManagement_HRMID’’, ‘‘Deployment-
Parameters_DP_NFFsID’’, ‘‘RT_NFFsID’’, and ‘‘HumanResourceM-
anagement_HRM_NFFsID’’.

For the NFFs ontological concepts of the last three columns
and their sub-concepts shown in Fig. 3 are represented by tables
in the constructed RDB model. Columns of these generated tables
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Fig. 2. An excerpt from the CloudFNF ontology focusing only on the HRM and SM functionalities.

are classified into two groups; Object columns and Datatype
columns. Object columns are created to represent relations be-
tween two NFF concepts (i.e., ‘‘has subclass’’ relations), while
Datatype columns are developed to represent relations that have
NFF concept on one end and data value on the other end. Object
columns are named by adding the suffix ‘‘ID’’ to the name of
the NFF concept on the other end of the relation ‘‘has subclass’’
(the arrow end). Also, foreign key constraints are added to these
developed Object columns. For naming the Datatype columns,
names of the datatype relations are used.

For example, HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs con-
cept in Fig. 3-c has three object property relations named ‘‘has
sub-class’’ with three NFF concepts; NumOfUsers, NumOfSes-
sions, and NumOfOperationsPerSession. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 4, four tables are created with names HumanResourceM-
anagement_HRM_NFFs, NumOfUsers, NumOfSessions, and Nu-
mOfOperationsPerSession, respectively. First table includes three
columns with names NumOfUsersID, NumOfSessionsID, and Nu-
mOfOperationsPerSessionID, respectively. Also, three foreign key
constraints are added to the first table, one for each of the
created three columns. The DeploymentParmeters_DP_NFFs has
eight Datatype columns (one for each datatype relation out from
the NFF concept ‘‘DeploymentParmeters_DP_NFFs’’ as in Fig. 3-
a), and six Object columns (one for each NFF concept that is a
sub-concept of the ‘‘DeploymentParmeters_DP_NFFs’’).

3.3. Ontology based data access layer

As shown in Fig. 1, Ontology Based Data Access (OBDA) Layer is
an intermediate layer between the Metadata Layer (especially the
CloudFNF ontology component) and the RDBM Layer. For more
accessibility and for exploiting benefits of both CloudFNF and RDB
models, Ontop OBDA tool [42] is used to combine both models
together. This layer consists of two components; Mapping Rules
Component and Ontop SPARQL Query Composition Component.

3.3.1. Mapping rules component
The combination between the CloudFNF and the RDB is

achieved by generating a set of mapping rules to link the on-
tological concepts and their relations with the RDB tables and
their columns. These rules are responsible for converting data
stored in the RDB source into a set of RDF triples. Every triple
composes of three parts written in the order; subject that have
to be a URI reference (e.g., ‘‘<http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#
NumOfUsersID_14>’’ or in the form of ‘‘:NumOfUsersID_14’’,
where ‘‘:’’ stands for ‘‘<http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#>’’),
predicate that has to be a URI reference (e.g., ‘‘rdf:type’’ and
‘‘:UpTo10’’), and object that can be a URI reference or a data
value (e.g., ‘‘:NumOfUsers’’ and ‘‘18$PerMonth’’). For example,
in Fig. 6, each instance of the NFFs concept ‘‘NumOfUsers’’ is
defined by adding six RDF triples to the CloudFNF ontology. Fig. 5-
a provides the right Ontop syntax of these six triples to define
an instance of this concept. Mapping rules needed to define all
instances of that NFF concept are defined as shown in Fig. 5-b,
where the point ‘‘1’’ indicates the URI reference composited by
adding data values of the RDB column ‘‘NumOfUsersID’’ to the
prefix ‘‘:NumOfUsersID_’’, the point ‘‘2’’ indicates the predicate
‘‘rdf:type’’ that defines the generated URI references as instances
of the concept ‘‘NumOfUsers’’ indicated by the point ‘‘3’’, the point
‘‘5’’ indicates columns of the RDB table ‘‘NumOfUsers’’ (enclosed
by the curly brackets), and the point ‘‘4’’ indicates the datatype
ontological relations that data values of the RDB columns are
mapped into. All the needed concepts, relations, and instances
are shown, as possible, in one figure (e.g., Fig. 6) to render the
example easier to be understood. So, it will not be easy to view
such figures clearly without making zoom.

In our proposed CSD framework, the needed Ontop mapping
rules are generated automatically using Algorithm (1). The input
of this Algorithm (i.e., Table T) is the name of the RDB table that
its columns’ data values should be mapped to the ontological
relations out from a concept with the same name for defining

http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#NumOfUsersID_14
http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#NumOfUsersID_14
http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#NumOfUsersID_14
http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#
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Fig. 3. An excerpt from the CloudFNF ontology focusing only on the NFFs of HRM and SM functionalities.
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Fig. 4. An excerpt from the RDB model focusing only on the NFFs of HRM and SM functionalities.
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instances of this concept, where columns and relations have
identical names. The output of the Algorithm (i.e., MappingList) is
a list of mapping rules needed to define these instances, as well
as, instances of the related sub-concepts recursively, where the
possible infinite cycle is avoided by the stop condition in Line
(1). Lines (2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, and 11) are to generate the target
mapping rule required to define triples that should be added
to the CloudFNF to define all instances of the concept ‘‘T.name’’
(i.e., the concept with the same name of Table T). While, Lines (5,
6, and 7) are to generate the target mapping rules of sub-concepts
related to the concept ‘‘T.name’’.

For example, a list of mapping rules generated by applying
Algorithm (1) is shown in Table 1, where ‘‘HumanResourceM-
anagement_HRM’’ is the input RDB table. In Table 1, the stack
manner is followed to present mapping rules of the given concept
and its related sub-concepts, where the last row for the mapping
rules of the given concept and the first row for the deepest sub-
concept of the given concept, due to the recursion process of this
algorithm. The implementation of these generated mapping rules
results in a new model (i.e., OBDA model) that is complemented
to the CloudFNF ontology for holding instances of its concepts.
Fig. 6 shows an excerpt of the OBDA model, focusing only on
displaying an instance of the FF concept ‘‘HumanResourceMan-
agement_HRM’’ that represents all the NFFs of service classified
as HRM service.

3.3.2. Ontop SPARQL query composition component
For querying the generated OBDA model, the Ontop SPARQL

Query syntax is followed. This syntax is more similar to the syntax
of the generated mapping rules. So, a list of query conditions
(i.e., Qconditions) is created from these rules by following the
steps of Algorithm (2). These conditions are stored in a HashMap
as values, where the key of each condition is a specific concept
name. As shown in Algorithm (1), each mapping rule (i.e., MP)
has an identification (i.e., MP.MappingID) that matches the name
of its related concept (i.e., CN). Replacing each symbol ‘‘{’’ by
the symbol ‘‘?’’, replacing the URI reference by ‘‘?X’’ (X is the
concept name with a suffix ‘‘ID’’), and removing symbols ‘‘}’’
and ‘‘.’’ are all we need to obtain the query conditions. Table 2
shows an excerpt from conditions created by applying Algorithm
(2) on mapping rules presented in Table 1. To make a simple
query about instances of a specific concept, the query condition
of this concept can be enclosed by ‘‘select * where {’’ and ‘‘}’’. For
complex queries, simple queries can be joined together.

Some FFs have instances indirectly through their children
(i.e., sub-concepts). For example, the FF concept ‘‘Business’’ may
not have instances directly, but the FF concept ‘‘HumanResource-
Management_HRM’’ that exists in its semantic sub-network may
have instances. So, searching for instances of a specific FF with-
out exploiting benefits of using the ontology may result in re-
trieving null. Flexibility and accessibility are considered to be
advantages of the proposed ontology-based CSD framework. For
achieving such advantages, the users can input their discovery
text queries that should be translated into the corresponding
FFs (i.e., RequiredFFsList). FFs of the generated list may have
not any instances directly, but other FF concepts in their se-
mantic sub-networks (i.e., ExistFFsList) have instances. So, the
FFs of the RequiredFFsList should be translated into an exist FFs
list before composing the suitable Ontop SPARQL select query
using the code routine ‘‘FindRealCategories’’ illustrated in Algo-
rithm (3). This routine depends on categorizing the FF instances’
URI retrieved from executing FF-conditioned Ontop select query
(i.e., using a required FF concept as the only condition statement
in the Ontop select query) for each FF in the RequiredFFsList.
In other words, the query execution results, which are instances
related directly or indirectly to a specifically required FF concept,
represent the input of that routine (i.e., DataTable). For each
instance, the name of its directly related concept (i.e. Cat) is
extracted from the instance’s URI (i.e., instURI). For example,
if instURI is ‘‘:StreamingAndMultimedia_SMID_4’’, the Cat that
should be added to the ExistFFsList with avoiding the redundancy
will become StreamingAndMultimedia_SM.

Starting from the code routine ‘‘ServicesRetrieval’’ shown in
Algorithm (3), FFs of the generated ExistFFsList are passed to the
code routine ‘‘queryCompositionAndExecution’’ to compose the
needed Ontop SPARQL select queries. The retrieved services from
this routine are categorized according to the passed FFs using
JSON format. For each FF, the NFFs’ values of each cloud service
classified into the specified FF are collected according to the
three types of the NFFs (i.e., Deployment Parameters DP_NFFs or
so-called General Information, Exclusive DT_NFFs, and RT_NFFs).
These data are collected recursively using the code routine ‘‘Col-
lectData’’. Composing the Ontop SPARQL select queries in the last
two routines is based on the SPARQL query condition list (Qcon-
ditions) generated from Algorithm (2). This list is very useful
especially for collecting the exclusive DT_NFFs data that differ for
each FF. These data are scattered over data values or instances
of a set of NFF sub-concepts. By using the Qconditions list, the
concept’s name of the specified FF is only required to collect the
exclusive data of its cloud service. For example, the exclusive con-
figuration NFFs data of the HumanResourceManagement_HRM
FF’s instances are stored as instances of the NFF concept ‘‘Human-
ResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs ’’ (i.e. the same name but with
adding the suffix ‘‘_NFFs’’). So, the needed variables for retrieving
these exclusive data can be obtained by calling the corresponding
query condition to the FF’s name with adding the suffix ‘‘_NFFs’’
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Table 1
An excerpt from the mapping rules (MappingList) of the proposed discovery framework focusing on the FF concept ‘‘Human-
ResourceManagement_HRM’’ and its NFF concepts and their NFF sub-concepts, where ‘‘:’’ stands for the CloudFNF URI ‘‘<http:
//www.protege.org/CloudFNF#>’’ as a prefix.
Mapping ID: NumOfOperationsPerSession

Target (Rules)
:NumOfOperationsPerSessionID_{NumOfOperationsPerSessionID} rdf:type
:NumOfOperationsPerSession ; :UpTo50 {UpTo50} ; :UpTo100 {UpTo100} ; :UpTo300 {UpTo300} ;
:UpTo500 {UpTo500} ; :UpTo1000 {UpTo1000} ; :UpTo1500 {UpTo1500} .

Source: Select * from NumOfOperationsPerSession

Mapping ID: NumOfSessionsPerUser

Target (Rules) :NumOfSessionsPerUserID_{NumOfSessionsPerUserID} rdf:type :NumOfSessionsPerUser ;
:UpTo1 {UpTo1} ; :UpTo5 {UpTo5} ; :UpTo10 {UpTo10} ; :UpTo20 {UpTo20} ; :UpTo50 {UpTo50} .

Source: Select * from NumOfSessionsPerUser

Mapping ID: NumOfUsers

Target (Rules) :NumOfUsersID_{NumOfUsersID} rdf:type :NumOfUsers ; :UpTo10 {UpTo10} ; :UpTo50 {UpTo50} ;
:UpTo100 {UpTo100} ; :UpTo500 {UpTo500} ; :UpTo1000 {UpTo1000} .

Source: Select * from NumOfUsers

Mapping ID: HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs

Target (Rules)

:HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFsID_{HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFsID} rdf:type
:HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs ; :NumOfUsersID {NumOfUsersID} ;
:NumOfSessionsPerUserID {NumOfSessionsPerUserID} ;
:NumOfOperationsPerSessionID {NumOfOperationsPerSessionID} .

Source: Select * from HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs

Mapping ID: Location

Target (Rules)
:LocationID_{LocationID} rdf:type :Location ; :Africa {Africa} ; :Asia {Asia} ; :Australlia

{Australlia} ; :Europe_UK {Europe_UK} ; :MiddleeastNorthAfrica {MiddleeastNorthAfrica}
; :US_Canada {US_Canada} .

Source: Select * from Location

Mapping ID: ServiceInterface

Target (Rules) :ServiceInterfaceID_{ServiceInterfaceID} rdf:type :ServiceInterface ; :WebPortalInterface {WebPortalIn
terface} ; :CLIInterface {CLIInterface} ; :APIInterface {APIInterface} .

Source: Select * from ServiceInterface

Mapping ID: Openness

Target (Rules) :OpennessID_{OpennessID} rdf:type :Openness ; :LimitedLevel {LimitedLevel} ; :BasicLevel {Basi
cLevel} ; :CompleteLevel {CompleteLevel} ; :ModerateLevel {ModerateLevel} .

Source: Select * from Openness

Mapping ID: LicenseType

Target (Rules) :LicenseTypeID_{LicenseTypeID} rdf:type :LicenseType ; :Proprietary {Proprietary} ; :Opensource
{Opensource} .

Source: Select * from LicenseType

Mapping ID: IntendedUser

Target (Rules) :IntendedUserID_{IntendedUserID} rdf:type :IntendedUser ; :Individuals {Individuals} ; :Organizations
{Organizations} .

Source: Select * from IntendedUser

Mapping ID: PaymentModel

Target (Rules) :PaymentModelID_{PaymentModelID} rdf:type :PaymentModel ; :Free {Free} ; :PerUnit {PerUnit} ;
:Subscription {Subscription} ; :Tiered {Tiered} .

Source: Select * from PaymentModel

Mapping ID: DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFs

Target (Rules)

:DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFsID_{DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFsID} rdf:type
:DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFs ; :ServiceTitle {ServiceTitle} ; :ProviderName {ProviderName} ;
:PaymentModelID :PaymentModelID_{PaymentModelID} ; :SubscriptionFee {SubscriptionFee} ;
:IntendedUserID :IntendedUserID_{IntendedUserID} ; :LicenseTypeID
:LicenseTypeID_{LicenseTypeID} ; :OpennessID :OpennessID_{OpennessID} ; :ServiceInterfaceID
:ServiceInterfaceID_{ServiceInterfaceID} ; :LocationID :LocationID_{LocationID} ; :SLA {SLA} ;
:Version {Version} ; :ServiceURL {ServiceURL} ; :SLATokens {SLATokens} ; :ShortDescription
{ShortDescription} .

Source: Select * from DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFs

Mapping ID: HumanResourceManagement_HRM

Target (Rules)

:HumanResourceManagement_HRMID_{HumanResourceManagement_HRMID} rdf:type
:HumanResourceManagement_HRM ;
:DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFsID
:DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFsID_{DeploymentParameters_DP_NFFsID} ;
:HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFsID
:HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFsID_{HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFsID} ;
:RT_NFFsID :RT_NFFsID_{RT_NFFsID} .

Source: Select * from HumanResourceManagement_HRM

http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#
http://www.protege.org/CloudFNF#
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Fig. 5. (a) An example of triples that should be added to the CloudFNF to define an instance of the NFFs concept ‘‘NumOfUsers’’. (b) Mapping rule needed to define
instances of the NFFs concept ‘‘NumOfUsers’’, where the curly brackets enclose fields of the RDB table ‘‘NumOfUsers’’.

Table 2
An excerpt from the query condition bank (Qconditions) of the proposed discovery framework focusing on HumanResourceMan-
agement_HRM_NFFs concept and its NFFs sub-concepts.
Concept name Query condition body

HumanResource-
Manage-
ment_HRM_FFs

?HumanResourceManagement_HRMID rdf:type :HumanResourceManagement_HRM_NFFs ;
:NumOfUsersID ?NumOfUsersID ; :NumOfSessionsPerUserID ?NumOfSessionsPerUserID ;
:NumOfOperationsPerSessionID ?NumOfOperationsPerSessionID

NumOfUsers ?NumOfUsersID rdf:type :NumOfUsers ; :UpTo10 ?UpTo10 ; :UpTo50 ?UpTo50 ; :UpTo100 ?Up
To100 ; :UpTo500 ?UpTo500 ; :UpTo1000 ?UpTo1000

NumOfSession-
sPerUser

?NumOfSessionsPerUserID rdf:type :NumOfSessionsPerUser ; :UpTo1 ?UpTo1 ; :UpTo5 ?UpTo5 ;
:UpTo10 ?UpTo10 ; :UpTo20 ?UpTo20 ; :UpTo50 ?UpTo50

NumOfOpera-
tionsPerSession

?NumOfOperationsPerSessionID rdf:type :NumOfOperationsPerSession ; :UpTo50 ?UpTo50 ;
:UpTo100 ?UpTo100 ; :UpTo300 ?UpTo300 ; :UpTo500 ?UpTo500 ; :UpTo1000 ?UpTo1000 ;
:UpTo1500 ?UpTo1500

from the generated Qcondition. Some of the retrieved variables
are used for storing data (Datatype variables) and the others
are used for storing the URI of instances related to another NFF
concept (Object variables). As discussed before, names of the
object variables have suffix ‘‘ID’’. The needed variables of these
object variables can also be obtained by calling the corresponding
query condition to the name of those objects with removing this
suffix. Recursively, all the associated variables needed to present
the NFFs of the specified FF are collected.

3.4. Discovery layer

The Discovery layer includes three main components; match-
ing the users’ discovery text queries against the ontological FF
concepts’ associated keywords, ranking the retrieved cloud ser-
vices, and updating the associated keywords of the ontological FF
concepts.

3.4.1. Ranking component
By using the developed BabelNet-based cloud dictionary com-

ponent, the cloud services retrieved from the OBDA layer are
ranked according to their text description matching degrees
against keywords associated with the required FFs by the owl
annotation property ‘‘isDefinedByUniqueKeywords’’ as shown in
Fig. 1. These matching degrees are calculated using the relative
entropy (Hrel) that measures how the associated keywords of each
required FF are uniformly distributed inside the text descriptions
of the retrieved cloud services. These descriptions are also stored

in the same form of the developed dictionary’ entries (i.e., To-
ken_Name;Type) in so-called ‘‘SLATokens’’ during the advertising
phase of services (more details about calculating the Hrel are
presented in [35]). As shown in Algorithm (4), the total Hrel
for each retrieved service is calculated by using the following
equation [86].

TotalHrel = −

n∑
i=1

Pi log Pi
log n

Hrel ∈ [0, 1] ,

where n is the number of required FFs, and Pi is the Hrel corre-
sponding to the required FF. In other words, TotalHrel measures
how this service is related to all the required FFs. Also, the
retrieved services should be ranked based on the users’ NFFs
value constraints by using a multiple-criteria decision-making
technique (this step is out of the scope of this paper).

According to Algorithm (4), the code routine ‘‘RankingSer-
vices’’ has four inputs. The first one is a JSON object that rep-
resents services outputted from the code routine ‘‘ServicesRe-
trieval’’ in Algorithm (3) to be ranked before passing to the
User Layer. As discussed before, the services of this input are
categorized into a set of FFs, where one service may exist under
many categories in case of supporting more than one FF. The
second input is a list of FFs mapped into the users’ text discovery
query. This list is developed using the code routine in Algo-
rithm (3). Tokens extracted from each service’s text description
(i.e. ‘‘SLATokens’’) are matched against keywords associated with
the generated FFs by using the previous relative entropy equation
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Fig. 6. An excerpt from the OBDA model generated by implementing the mapping rules of the FF concept ‘‘HumanResourceManagement_HRM’’ and its NFF concepts
focusing on general and exclusive NFFs, where the diamond shape stands for instances and oval shape for concepts.

and the BabelNet-based dictionary. This dictionary, which repre-
sents the third input, is very important to detect synonyms of the
associated keywords according to a domain previously designated
to the specified FF for bridging the gap between the English terms
and the cloud service ontological concepts. How these tokens,
keywords, and dictionary are generated is discussed in [35]. The
CloudFNF ontology, which represents the last input, is needed for
retrieving associated keywords.

3.4.2. Matching component
The Matching component is the pivotal component of the

proposed CSD framework, where the discovery process starts
from this component by matching the users’ text discovery query
against keywords associated with the FF concepts of the CloudFNF
ontology. The output, which is a list of matched FFs sorted by
the relative entropy, of that component is retrieved to the User

Interface with a short description attached to each FF for desig-
nating which are intended. Also, the NFFs associated with each
FF are retrieved for the users to assign the value constraints of
these NFFs. The FFs picked by the users with the assigned values
of their NFFs are sent to the RDBM layer for storing new services
if the user signs in as a cloud provider, or to the OBDA layer
for retrieving services if the user signs in as a traditional user.
According to the picked list of FFs, as discussed before, a list
of instances of these FFs is retrieved to the Ranking component
in the Discovery layer to be sorted and retrieved to the User
Interface.

According to Algorithm (5), the traditional users’ text query for
discovering services or the providers’ text description of services
to be advertised is passed to the Breadth First Search traversing
code routine ‘‘BFS-basedMatchingKeywords’’ as English terms in
the form of ‘‘Token_Name;Type’’. Starting from the root node
(i.e., ‘‘O_FFs’’) of the FF concepts in the CloudFNF ontology, these
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input terms are matched against the associated unique keywords
of each FF concept using the relative entropy (i.e., Hrel). FFs
that achieve Hrel ≥ 60% are added to the list ‘‘MatchedFunc-
tionalities’’ to be retrieved as the most related FFs to the input
‘‘EnglishTerms’’. For accelerating the matching process, a new
datatype relation called ‘‘IsDefinedByMergedKeywords’’ is added
to the CLoudFNF. This new relation is used to define every FF
concept by merging all the unique keywords associated with
the FF sub-concepts of the semantic sub-network rooted by this
FF concept using the Depth First Search traversing code rou-
tine ‘‘DFS-basedMergingKeywords’’. According to this routine, the

node ‘‘O_FFs’’ is considered the root node that represents the
root of all the offered FF concepts in the CloudFNF. Fig. 7 shows
an example of applying this code routine to the FF concepts in
Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 7, each FF became defined by two types
of keywords; unique keywords and merged Keywords. The last
type of keywords is only used to accelerate the discovery process,
while the first type of keywords is used to retrieve the related FFs
to the users’ query terms.

According to the code routine ‘‘BFS-basedMatchingKeywords’’
in Algorithm (5), the users’ query terms are matched against the
unique keywords associated with the visited FF concept in order
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to decide if it is related to the query terms or not. Also, the
merged keywords associated with the children of this concept are
matched to decide if there are possible related concepts or not in
order to decide to eliminate the search in its sub-network or not.

3.4.3. Updating associated keywords component
Both the unique keywords associated with the FFs and the

terms associated with each concept domain in the developed
BabelNet-based Dictionary are very important to achieve the
required convergence between the English terms of non-expert
users and the cloud computing concepts. Due to the continual
advertising of cloud services by cloud providers in the developed
semantic repository, it is very important to maintain both the
keywords and the dictionary up-to-date in order to achieve the
required precision and efficiency of this convergence and increase
the accuracy of retrieving the most related FFs. As discussed
in [35], text descriptions’ terms (i.e., ‘‘SLATokens’’) of the cloud
services classified into each FF concept are collected directly
from the RDBM layer to be reprocessed using FP-Growth, TF, and
BabelNet Knowledge Base for updating these keywords and the
terms of the developed dictionary.

3.5. User layer

The main contribution of this work is to provide a User-Centric
Interface. This interface allows users, who lack the cloud expe-
rience and knowledge, to compose complex discovery queries
using the natural English language for discovering services that
are suitable for their intended IT functionalities and designating
their needed configuration parameters. This interface enables
users to obtain information about suitable cloud services directly
without any human interventions. There are three stakeholders
can communicate with this interface; traditional users who ac-
cess the interface for discovering cloud services, cloud providers
who access the interface for advertising their cloud service in
the developed repository, and IT-Admin who accesses the inter-
face for maintaining data up-to-date. Traditional users or cloud
providers start their discovery or advertising process by compos-
ing detailed text discovery queries using familiar English natural
language terms or assigning the services’ text descriptions, re-
spectively, and providing them to the user interface as inputs.
These inputs are sent to the Preprocessing component, which
has been discussed in [35], to be converted into the form of
‘‘Token_Name;Type’’ before passing to the Matching component.
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Finally, the cloud services and their NFFs are retrieved to the user
interface in a visualized form shown in Fig. 8, where all pieces of
information about each service are presented into three groups;
the general information, the exclusive NFFs about the FFs that
the service can provide, and the matching degree against the
user input. Also, the same interface can be used by the cloud
providers to advertise their services. The providers input their
services’ descriptions to the developed discovery framework in
order to suggest suitable FFs to be classified. The providers can
select among these FFs and assigning their NFFs’ needed values
that are also presented into general and exclusive NFFs.

4. Proposed CSD framework evaluation

Authors in [36] and [13] have defined a set of criteria to
evaluate the CSD solutions. According to our survey study, some
of these criteria are fragmented and redefined to be more pre-
cise. Those criteria include: (1) Architecture; whether the pro-
posed solution is Centralized, Decentralized, or Distributed pro-
cessing component. (2) Cloud Services’ Descriptions Source (Data
Source); whether the proposed discovery solution depends on a
Crawler for collecting data (i.e. services’ descriptions are crawled
from the providers’ websites), or on a Public Repository (i.e., the
providers advertise their services in a public repository, and then
the users can search inside this repository). (3) Service type
(Covered Models); whether the solution covers a specific type of
services or all types (i.e., IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS). (4) QoS (RT_NFFs);
whether the solution covers the QoS parameters or not. These
parameters are important to select the most reliable services.
(5) DT_NFFs; whether the solution covers the configuration pa-
rameters that vary according to the provisioned FF. (6) Ontology

representation (Semantics); whether the solution depends on the
ontology technology to represent cloud services or the solution
is keyword-based. In the case of the ontology-based solutions;
whether the ontology is Self-adaptive to keep track the vari-
able nature of the cloud computing or static. Also, whether the
ontology-based solution considers the Inter-relationships among
the covered models, or the relationship ‘‘is_a’’ is considered sat-
isfied. Defining the Inter-relationships among the models is im-
portant to clarify the interference among them and, in turn,
remove the ambiguity in the meaning for allowing reasoning
and discovering similarities efficiently. (7) User preferences (User
Interface); whether the solution enables users that have low
experience with the cloud technology to compose their discov-
ery queries easily and flexibly without any human interven-
tions (i.e., User-Centric Interface) or not. (8) Similarity Measure;
whether the solution adopts certain methods for detecting the
similarity between the user’s query input and the cloud ser-
vices to be discovered. The mechanism of these methods varies
depending on the way used to represent these services. (9) Rank-
ing; whether the solution allows the retrieved services to be
ranked based on their specific NFFs and the users’ constraints.
Table A.1 presents the results of applying these criteria to the
proposed CSD framework against the existing CSD solutions. Ac-
cording to these results, the current cloud service discovery so-
lutions achieve 66% of these criteria compared to our proposed
framework that achieves them entirely.

Although our proposed solution relies on the centralized archi-
tecture for processing the users’ requests, it uses the Ontop OBDA
to address the complex queries by transforming them into SQL
queries understood by the RDB used to manage the NFFs of the
existing cloud services efficiently. Recently, OBDA becomes one of
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Fig. 7. Example of applying the Depth First Search traversing code routine ‘‘DFS-basedMergingKeywords’’ on the FF concepts in Fig. 2.

the main building blocks of the semantic-based applications that
deal with a large amount of data [73].

Due to the construction of a repository for storing speci-
fications of products is a pivotal phase in a successful mar-
ketplace [17], the proposed discovery framework relies on a
well-structured repository instead of crawlers for constructing
the cloud services’ discovery data source.

For the covered models of cloud services, our solution depends
on the CloudFNF that is a functionality-based ontology. According
to [5] and [24], the functionality-based ontologies are more suit-
able to represent cloud services, where cloud layers are divided
into tiny parts called FFs that are covered entirely in the devel-
oped ontology. The structure of this ontology allows considering
the Inter-relationships among the FFs. Also, the CloudFNF ontol-
ogy is considered self-adaptive, where keywords associated with
the FF ontological concepts are updated frequently using the FP-
Growth mining algorithm, TF, and the BabelNet Knowledgebase. It
is important to keep these keywords up-to-date for maintaining
the identification process of the suitable FFs more accurate and
effective. Updating the CloudFNF ontology by adding or removing
concepts is out of the scope of this paper.

Although the NFFs related to the FFs are completely con-
sidered in this ontology to render the ranking process of the
retrieved services that provide the same FF an effective operation,
these services are ranked using the relative entropy of the users’
text query against the services’ text descriptions. Ranking services
using their NFFs is also out of the scope of this paper.

For the efficiency evaluation, our proposed CSD solution is
applied to a randomly selected set of forty three services’ text de-
scriptions to be advertised; fifteen services that should be classi-
fied into the FF concept ‘‘StreamingAndMultimedia_SM’’, eighteen

services that should be classified into the FF concept ‘‘Human-
Resource Maagement_HRM’’, and ten services that should be
classified into other FF concepts. Table 3 shows the relative en-
tropy results of applying our solution to advertise these services.
According to these results, our solution achieves high precision
and recall degrees to map the cloud services to their relative
FF concepts. It achieves 93% precision (i.e., thirteen SM services
out of fourteen retrieved) and 87% recall (i.e., thirteen SM ser-
vices out of fifteen that should be retrieved) for the SM cloud
services. Also, it achieves 88% precision and 83% recall for the
HRM cloud services. For the discovery efficiency evaluation, the
proposed solution is applied to a set of twenty use cases have
been selected as a testing query dataset (i.e., five SM use cases,
eight HR use cases, and seven other use cases). Results shows that
the proposed solution achieves 100% precision and 60% recall for
the SM queries. It also achieves 100% precision and 63% recall
for the HRM queries. In sum, the proposed solution achieves
88% on the average (F-Score) for mapping cloud services into
suitable FFs and 80% on the average for discovering services that
match the users’ queries. The higher degree of the F-Score and
recall measures in case of mapping cloud services is due to their
detailed description. So, the more detailed text queries, the higher
recall degree and in turn F-Score degree.

Cloudle [50] is one of the most common CSD solutions. It
consults pre-built cloud service ontology in order to determine
the similarities among a set of candidate cloud services. Cloudle
is based on three types of reasoning for determining similari-
ties; concept reasoning, object property reasoning, and datatype
reasoning. These three types are summarized in the following
equations:

Sim(x, y) = 1/3Simcon(x, y) + 1/3Simobj(x, y) + 1/3Simdata(x, y),
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Fig. 8. An example of a user’s text query and its retrieved matched cloud services.

where x and y are instances of concepts X and Y, respectively.

Simcon(x, y) =
|Super(X)∩Super(Y)|

|Super(X)|

Simobj(x, y) =

∑
(a,b)∈U Simcon(a, b)

|O(x)|
,

where O(x) is a set of triples that contains object properties and x
is the subject. U is a set of the object values that have the common
predicate between x and y.

Simdata(x, y) =

∑
(a,b,p)∈V Comp(a, b, p)

|D(x)|

Comp(a, b, p) = 1 −
|a − b|

MAXdis tan ce(a, p)

MAXdis tan ce(a, p) = max
i∈I(p)

(|a − i|),

where D(x) is a set of triples that contains the datatype properties
and x is the subject. V is a set of the datatype values that have
the common predicate p between x and y.

Table A.2 shows an example of the object properties and
the datatype properties related to two different instances; x ∈

StreamingAndMultimedia_SM concept and y ∈ HumanResource-
Management_HRM concept. These properties are used to calcu-
late the three similarity types (i.e., Simcon, Simobj, and Simdata)
in order to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed CSD solution
against the Cloudle solution. According to the implementation
results shown in Table 4 that represent applying the three simi-
larity equations used by Cloudle, the amount of error expected to
identify an SM service as an HRM service is 33% and 29% for vice
versa (i.e., average amount of error is 31%). These results show
that our proposed CSD solution outperforms the Cloudle discov-
ery solution, where the amount of error expected to identify an
SM service as an HRM is 6% and 16% for vice versa (i.e., average
amount of error is 11%).
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Table 3
Relative entropy of applying the proposed discovery solution to a set of different
cloud services focusing only on SM and HRM FFs.
Cloud
domains

Cloud service
providers

Relative entropy (Hrel)

Classified as SM Classified as HRM

St
re
am

in
g
an

d
M
ul
tim

ed
ia

(S
M
)

Utelisys 0.78 0.0
Switchboard 0.70 0.0
Jvcvideocloud 0.71 0.0
Ibm 0.76 0.30
Cloudcovermusic 0.83 0.28
Bluemix 0.67 0.0
Alibabacloud 0.96 0.0
Goeasylive 0.62 0.30
Stylejukebox 0.71 0.0
Gamefly 0.67 0.0
Filmhubhq 0.46 0.0
Audiobox 0.67 0.0
Radiojar 0.64 0.0
Cloudload 0.62 0.0
Spotify 0.32 0.0

Average Hrel for SM services Matching = 0.67 Error = 0.06

Co
m
pu

tin
g

Azure 0.15 0.60
Amazon 0.46 0.47
IBM 0.08 0.56
Oracle 0.0 0.20
Alibabacloud 0.0 0.45
Google 0.13 0.62

Hosting Primcast 0.57 0.42
Storage Alibabacloud 0.0 0.48
Scheduling Alibabacloud 0.0 0.0
CDN Alibabacloud 0.25 0.30

H
um

an
Re

so
ur

ce
M
an

ag
em

en
t
(H

RM
)

Wageworks 0.19 0.63
Avitusgroup 0.60 0.73
Abacushcm 0.0 0.68
ADP 0.25 0.87
coadvantage 0.0 0.80
Amihr 0.0 0.91
Alliantbenefits 0.11 0.67
Apprize 0.0 0.63
Intuit 0.0 0.50
Akinassoc 0.36 0.73
Ampayroll 0.0 0.60
discoverybenefits 0.53 0.56
Allstarhrconsulting 0.0 0.66
Atlantichradvisors 0.33 0.64
Assuranceagency 0.27 0.67
Acahelpers 0.0 0.62
21oakhr 0.28 0.52
Execupay 0.0 0.70

Average Hrel for HRM services Error = 0.16 Matching = 0.67

5. Conclusion and future work

According to the critical review, in [8], that has been con-
ducted on the current CSD solutions, the direction of the future
studies refers to: (1) there is still an urgent need for considering
the ontological representation of the different NFFs of the pub-
lished cloud services. (2) Ontology, Classification, and Keyword
extraction methods can provide effective solutions for the pro-
posed CSD problem. Combining these methods together can raise
the recall and precision degrees of the retrieved cloud services. (3)
The proposed discovery solutions should be universal to cover all
the FFs of the existing cloud services. (4) Classifying the existing
cloud services into their suitable FFs can improve the efficiency
of extracting the appropriate NFFs of these services, which in
turn can increase the overall efficiency of the proposed discovery
solutions.

According to our comprehensive survey study, the current
solutions have many shortcomings, such as missing standardized
and comprehensive specification of cloud services, not consider-
ing the lack of knowledge about cloud computing domain, and
not considering the continuous increase of the complex cloud

Table 4
The implementation results of applying the Cloudle similarities to any two
instances related to two different FF concepts.
Instances Simcon Simobj Simdata Sim

x ∈ SM 0.5 0.38 0.12 0.33
y ∈ HRM 0.29 0.37 0.22 0.29

services. In this paper, a comprehensive, standardized, flexible,
and intelligent CSD framework is developed to overcome these
shortcomings. Comprehensive: as it covers all the common FFs
of cloud services with considering all their non-functionalities
(i.e., QoS and configuration parameters).Standardized: as it en-
ables all cloud providers to advertise their published services
according to a predefined unified specification model in a com-
prehensive cloud service marketplace. Flexible: as it provides a
user-centric and friendly interface that enables non-expert users
to compose text queries with considering the ambiguity problem,
as well as, complex queries. Intelligent: it is considered an intelli-
gent system as it applies most of the fundamental AI techniques,
such as knowledge representation, knowledge inference, knowl-
edge discovery, and NLP. The developed framework depends on a
comprehensive cloud service ontology that has been constructed
to provide a standardized semantic specification of services based
on their FFs and the NFFs related to these FFs. For exploiting the
high performance of the RDB in managing the huge amounts of
data related to cloud services and improving the effectiveness
of the developed framework, these data are separated from the
ontology and are stored in a RDB, where the Ontop OBDA plat-
form is used to translate the complex queries over the ontology
to SQL queries understood by the underlying RDB data source.
Also, our proposed framework provides a user-centric interface
that enables the users with low knowledge about cloud concepts
to compose complex queries using their natural English language.
According to our proposed solution, providers should advertise
their cloud services at a standard service-oriented repository,
where users can locate their desired services using a flexible and
more fine-grained semantic matchmaking process. The evaluation
results show that our proposed CSD framework considers the
evaluation criteria of the CSD solutions, as well as, considering the
CSD future direction. Also, the proposed solution achieves a high
efficiency matching degree and a very low error level compared
to a common CSD solution, such as Cloudle.

In the future work, some possible aspects need to be investi-
gated in order to enhance our proposed CSD framework. These
aspects can be summarized in the following points:

1- Increasing the performance of implementing complex
queries. In other words, we aim to improve the imple-
mentation of some SPARQL constructs (UNION, GROUP BY,
ORDER BY. . . etc.) by executing different tasks in parallel
and evaluating the running time over a huge dataset of
cloud services.

2- Achieving the self-adaption of the developed cloud on-
tology automatically in order to maintain the ontological
concepts up-to-date. This can be achieved by extending
this ontology with the suitable new concepts and relations
in a periodic and automatic manner, where the crowded
concepts can be fragmented into sub-concepts and in turn
improve the performance of the search process.

3- Ranking services with similar FFs according to their NFFs
against the users’ preferences can be considered and ad-
dressed using the multi-criteria decision making
techniques. Although these techniques may be a time-
consuming process [13], we think that the architecture of
our proposed CSD solution, which relies on dividing cloud
services into small groups according to their portioned FFs,
can overcome the time-consuming problem.
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Table A.1
Comparing the proposed discovery framework against the existing discovery solutions.
Discovery
study Architecture Data

source
Covered
models

NFFs Semantics User
interface

Similarity
measure

Ranking

Running
time
(RT_NFFs)

Design time
configuration
(DT_NFFs)

Ontology-based/
Keyword-based

Inter-relationships
among models Self-adaptive

[44,87] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Crawler All

service
models

N/A IaaS NFFs Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-
based

Ontology
reasoning
methods

N/A

[46,79] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

All
service
models

N/A IaaS NFFs Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-
based

Ontology
reasoning
methods

IaaS DT_NFFs ranking
based on the
similarity measure

[60] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

All
service
models

N/A IaaS NFFs Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-
based

Ontology
reasoning
methods

N/A

[11,54] Centralized Crawler All
service
models

N/A N/A Ontology-
based

N/A Semi Free text Ontology-based
matchmaking
+ TF–IDF

N/A

[51] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Crawler All

service
models

N/A IaaS NFFs Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-
based

Ontology
reasoning
methods

N/A

[88] Centralized Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

BPaaS N/A N/A Ontology-
based

N/A N/A SPARQL Condition in
the SPARQL
query

N/A

[53] Centralized Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

BPaaS Yes N/A Ontology-
based

N/A N/A Free text Vector space
model +

TF–IDF + AHC

RT_NFFs ranking
using [89] + AHP

[55] Centralized Repository
(Provider
registers
using RDF)

SaaS N/A N/A Ontology-
based

N/A N/A Free text LD + LCH N/A

[1] Centralized Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

IaaS Yes IaaS NFFs Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-
based

SQL + Regular
expression

N/A

[56] Distributed +

Multi-agents
Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

IaaS Yes N/A Ontology-
based

N/A N/A Free text Ontology-based
matchmaking

RT_NFFs ranking
based on the
availability values

[57,58] Centralized Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

All
service
models

Yes Yes Ontology-
based

N/A N/A As a set
of
semantic
individu-
als

Semantic
matchmaking
rules

N/A

(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued).
Discovery
study Architecture Data

source
Covered
models

NFFs Semantics User
interface

Similarity
measure

Ranking

Running
time
(RT_NFFs)

Design time
configuration
(DT_NFFs)

Ontology-based/
Keyword-based

Inter-relationships
among models Self-

adaptive

[34] Centralized Repository (Cloud
knowledge model
developed by
domain experts)

PaaS N/A PaaS NFFs Ontology-based N/A N/A CKM + FM Feature selection
using mapping
relationships

N/A

[14,61] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Repository (Filled in
by providers)

IaaS Yes IaaS
DT_NFFs

Ontology-based N/A N/A View-based Tversky similarity
model

RT_NFFs ranking
using
ontology-based
rules + MCDM
with WSM

[15] Centralized Repository (Filled in
by providers)

IaaS N/A IaaS NFFs Ontology-based N/A N/A As a set of I/O
and constraints

Semantic
matchmaking
SWRL rules

IaaS DT_NFFs
ranking based on
similarity levels’
scores

[62] Centralized Repository (Filled in
by providers)

IaaS Yes N/A Ontology-based N/A N/A As a set of QoS
constraints

Ontology-based
matchmaking

RT_NFFs ranking
using [90] + [91]

[17] Decentralized
(Peer-to-peer)

Repository (Filled in
by providers)

All
service
models

Yes N/A Ontology-based Semantic links
between similar
peers

N/A 4-tuple (I/O,
QoS,
Preferences)

Inter-peer
semantic
matchmaking

N/A

[39] Centralized Crawler All
service
models

Yes IaaS NFFS Ontology-based N/A N/A View-based Out of the scope
(Mapping rules)

Text content
ranking using
google page rank

[10] Centralized +

Multi-agents
Repository
(Proposed in [64])

All
service
models

Yes
(limited)

N/A Ontology-based
([64])

N/A N/A View-based Fuzzy
ontology-based
matchmaking

Users’ RT_NFFs
feedback ranking
using TOPSIS and
Mahalanobis
distance

[64] Centralized Repository (Filled in
by providers)

All
service
models

Yes N/A Ontology-based N/A N/A Fuzzy
expressions as
requirements

Fuzzy
ontology-based
matchmaking

QoS ranking using
fuzzy AHP +

Fuzzy TOPSIS

[32] Centralized +

Multi-agents
N/A SaaS N/A N/A Keyword-based N/A N/A Free test Cosine similarity N/A

[22] Centralized Crawler N/A N/A N/A Keyword-based N/A N/A Free test Cosine similarity
+ TF–IDF +

Vector space
model

User collaborative
rating (1 to 5)
Ranking

[13] Distributed Crawler SaaS N/A N/A Keyword-based N/A N/A Apache Solr
text interface

SaaS
keywords-based
URLs’
matchmaking

N/A

[31] Centralized Crawler N/A N/A IaaS NFFs
(limited)

Keyword-based N/A N/A Free test K-nearest neighbor
+ TF + VCM +

K-means

Text content
ranking using
cosine similarity
score

(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued).
Discovery
study Architecture Data

source
Covered
models

NFFs Semantics User
interface

Similarity
measure

Ranking

Running
time
(RT_NFFs)

Design time
configuration
(DT_NFFs)

Ontology-based/
Keyword-based

Inter-relationships
among models Self-adaptive

[30] Centralized N/A N/A N/A N/A Keyword-
based

N/A N/A Textual
description +

Tags

Hierarchical
Dirichlet Bayesian
process

Text content and
tags ranking using
personalized
PageRank

[75] Centralized Online search N/A N/A N/A Ontology-
based +

Keyword-
based

N/A N/A Free-text Vector space
model

Text content
documents
ranking using
cosine similarity

[38] Centralized +

Multithread-
ing

Crawler All service
models

N/A N/A Ontology-
based +

Keyword-
based

N/A Yes (using LDA +

Semantic distance)
Free text TF–IDF + LDA N/A

[6] Centralized +

Independent
components
using JADF

Crawler All service
models

N/A N/A Ontology-
based +

Keyword-
based

N/A Yes (using JENA) Free-text Fuzzy membership
(Jaccard
coefficient) +

TF–IDF

N/A

[65] Centralized Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

IaaS
(Computing
+ Storage)

N/A IaaS
DT_NFFs
(Limited)

Ontology-
based

N/A N/A View-based
(Requirements
as numerical
inputs)

Ontology-based
reasoning with
semantic networks

IaaS DT_NFFs
ranking using
intersection search
with users’
constraints

[20] Centralized Crawler
(Collects SLAs
to update
Ontologies)

All service
models

N/A N/A Ontology-
based +

Keyword-
based

N/A Yes (adding new
terms extracted
based on C-value
+ NC-value
methods +

Wikipedia API)

Free text Semantic distance
+ TF–IDF + VSM

SLA ranking using
cosine similarity

Pro-
posed
frame-
work

Centralized +

OBDA
Repository
(Filled in by
providers)

All service
models
(covers the
entire FFs of
the existing
cloud
services)

Yes (covers the
entire RT_NFFs of
the cloud services)

Yes (covers
the entire
DT_NFFs
related to
the common
FFs)

Ontology-
based +

Keyword-
based +

OBDA

Yes (among
the covered
FFs of cloud
services)

Yes (for updating
FF concepts’
associated
keywords using
FP-Growth + TF
+ BabelNet
knowledge base)

User-centric
interface (Free
text-based +

View-based)

Ontology-based
matchmaking +

Developed
BabelNet-based
cloud dictionary +

Ontop mapping
rules

Service’ text
description
ranking using
relative entropy +

Developed
BabelNet-based
cloud dictionary
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Table A.2
Super concepts, Object properties, and Datatype properties needed to calculate the similarity between two instances related to different CloudFNF’s FF concepts;
StreamingAndMultimedia_SM and HumanResourceManagement_HRM using the Cloudle similarities.
FF x ∈ StreamingAndMultimedia_SM y ∈ HumanResourceManagement_HRM

Super – DataStorage, InformationManagement, OFFs, Thing. – BusinessResourceManagement,
EnterpriseResourcePlanning_ERP,
EnterpriseApplicationIntegration_EAI,
BusinessProjectManagement, Business, OFFs, Thing.

Object
properties (O)

– PaymentModelID, IntendedUserID, LicenseTypeID,
OpennessID, ServiceInterfaceID,

– PaymentModelID, IntendedUserID, LicenseTypeID,
OpennessID, ServiceInterfaceID,

– SubClassOf DataStorageID, DataStorageParamID (has
HDDStorageID, SSDStorageID, and SASStorageID), DiskSpaceID
and DiskTransferRateID (subclasses of SASStorageID,
HDDStorageID, and SSDStorageID), QuantityOfOperationsID,
VolumeOfDataID, and DataRedundancySupportID.

– SubClassOf BusinessResourceManagementID,
IsInterconnectedBy EnterpriseApplicationIntegration_EAIID,
AllocateResourcesFor BusinessProjectManagementID,
NumOfUsersID, NumOfSessionsPerUserID, and
NumOfOperationsPerSessionID.

Datatype
properties (D)

– ServiceTitle, ShortDescription, ProviderName,
SubscriptionFee, SLA, Version, ServiceURL, PaymentModelID
(support or not support Free, PerUnit, Subscription, and
Tiered), IntendedUserID (support or not support Individuals,
and Organizations), LicenseTypeID (support or not support
Proprietary, and Opensource), OpennessID (support or not
support LimitedLevel, BasicLevel, CompleteLevel, and
ModerateLevel), ServiceInterfaceID (support or not support
WebPortalInterface, CLIInterface, and APIInterface).

– ServiceTitle, ShortDescription, ProviderName,
SubscriptionFee, SLA, Version, ServiceURL, PaymentModelID
(support or not support Free, PerUnit, Subscription, and
Tiered), IntendedUserID (support or not support Individuals,
and Organizations), LicenseTypeID (support or not support
Proprietary, and Opensource), OpennessID (support or not
support LimitedLevel, BasicLevel, CompleteLevel, and
ModerateLevel), ServiceInterfaceID (support or not support
WebPortalInterface, CLIInterface, and APIInterface).

– DiskSpaceID (support UpTo512GB, UpTo256GB, UpTo128GB,
UpTo64GB, UpTo32GB, UpTo16GB, UpTo8GB, UpTo4GB, and
UpTo2GB with price), DiskTransferRateID (support
UpTo3000MBps, UpTo2400MBps, UpTo1200MBps,
UpTo600MBps, UpTo400MBps, UpTo200MBps, UpTo100MBps,
and UpTo50MBps with price), VolumeOfDataID (support
UpTo50GB, UpTo100GB, UpTo200GB, UpTo400GB, UpTo800GB,
UpTo1TB, and UpTo2TB with price), QuantityOfOperationsID
(support UpTo5K, UpTo10K, UpTo25K, UpTo50K, UpTo100K,
UpTo250K, UpTo500K, UpTo1M, UpTo2M, and UpTo5M with
price), and DataRedundancySupportID (support PREMIUM,
HOT, COOL, and ARCHIVE with price).

– NumOfUsersID (support UpTo10, UpTo50, UpTo100,
UpTo500, and UpTo1000 with price), NumOfSessionsPerUserID
(support UpTo1, UpTo5, UpTo10, UpTo20, and UpTo50 with
price), and NumOfOperationsPerSessionID (support UpTo50,
UpTo100, UpTo300, UpTo500, UpTo1000, and UpTo1500 with
price).
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